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STATE AND U. S. AGENCIES OPEN
NATIONWIDE DRIVE TO PROMOTE
USE OF FISH AND SHELLFISH
An all-out campaign to sell
more seafoods to the American
public was launched Monday as
National Fish and Shellfish Week,
October 6-12 got underway.
Among those groups backing the
drive in Maine is the Department
of Sea and Shore Fisheries. This
Department has contributed funds
to the national committee to help
with the country-wide campaign.
It has also provided materials for
store window displays and is co
operating in many other wavs with
this promotional effort.
“This should be the most suc
cessful campaign ever," Sea and
Shore
Fisheries
Commissioner
Ronald W. Green said Monday.
“Not only does it have the back
ing of the nation’s fishing industry,
but it is also getting substantial
support from the Bureau of Com
mercial Fisheries of the U. S. Wild
life Service."
Special portfolios with samples
of the promotional material avail
able to retailers have been provid
ed by the National Fish and Sea
foods Week committee.
Public
service recordings have been dis
tributed to radio stations, and
slides and drop cards have been
sent to major television stations
all over the country, as part of the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries’
contribution. In addition, the Bu
reau has distributed two million

copies of a new fish and shellfish
recipe foider free of charge.
In urging Maine people to join
the parade of seafood buyers. Com
missioner Green pointed out that
fish and shellfish are the house
wife's “best buys” for a number of
reasons.
“Fish and shellfish have a high
nutritive value." he said, “provid
ing quantities of protein, minerals
and vitamins essential to the
body’s health. Further, seafoods
are easy to cook and many tempt
ing varieties are available—either
fresh, frozen or canned. They’re
economical, too. and by selecting
the most abundant species, food
budgets may be lowered, helping
to deflate the rising inflation bal
loon.
In Rockland, the Chamber of
Commerce set up a window dis
play in the office of the Central
Maine Power Company which
shows the extent of the fish
ing industry in this area and its
value to the general economy of
the area. Local income from fish
eries is known to exceed $13,000.000. using very conservative fig
ures.
At noon Monday, Commissioner
of Sea & Shore Fisheries Ronald
W. Green of Rockland spoke be
fore the officeis and directors of
the Chamber of Commerce at
their monthly meeting.

The following report on adminis doubtedly cause a considerable ence to item two. Old Debts, corntrative school district studies by use in the Thomaston budget, the parative figures on total payments
the towns of Thomaston, Warren, committee has decided to allow for on outstanding debts would be much
explorations of other possibilities, as follows with a commencement
Union, Cushing and St. Geotge is
“Elaborating further with refer- in the fiscal year 1959:
submitted by the membeis of the
Difference
study group from the school boa ids
+ or —
With a District
No District
of the five communities.
Cushing
$ 11.740
$ 26.600
$ 14.800
The report is signed by Eeniah
19 Years
22 Years
Harding of Thomaston, chaiiman Thomaston
$ 44.668
•
$
79.438
$124,106
7 Years
22 Years
of the steering committee; and
$ 46.500
$ 49.576
• $ 3.076
Professor- E. P. Lambe. also of Warren
15 Yeais
22 Years
Thomaston, chairman of the finan
St. George
$148,780
$ 5.369
—1103.411
cial study committee.
•
22 Years
22 Years
- $ 32.517
Union
$ —O$ 32.517
the announcement by the Thomas
22 Years
ton School Board, of which Haid
Above figures based on appor gives a comparison of allocation
ing is a member, that the group
will petition for admission to Ad tionment by Sinclair percentages in of funds to be raised by the towns
by two methods of calculation. The
ministrative School District 5 which 1958.
*
total amount to be raised in 1958
is comprised of Rockland. Owls
'Starting in 1969.
was determined previously to have
Head and South Thomaston. The
"The table below. incidentally. been $253.000 00.
move was made with the agree
ment of the Thomaston Budget
Actual
Allotment
G under
Allotment G of pupils
Elks Exalted Ruler Frank Kaler. right, reverses roles with visiting newspapermen Saturday evening
Committee and Board of Select
by’ G of appropria
hv Sinclair
in each
Sinclair
men.
tion. 1958 and snaps their picture. From the left are: Robert Miyo and Kenneth Strickland of the Bangor News;
Law
town
pupils
Law
Louis Moore, Press Herald; Sidney Cullen, Courier-Gazette; James Moore. Press Herald, and Irving
“A committee has been engaged Cushing
17,068
6.58
16.680
5.58
14.1:."
l
Shear, Courier-Gazette.
for some months in a study of the Thomaston
35.3
103,750
46 6
118,000
89.600
22.4
47.357
18.6
47.200
57,000
possibility of forming an Adminis- Warren
The Rockland Lodge of Elks, in lie Montgomery. Theodore Svlves- 1 people continually,
45.000
17.02
43.010
18 7
47.600
trative School District with a pro St. George
conjunction w’ith Elks lodges across ter, Jr., ar.d Mrs. Vivian Whittier I He also noted that while some
31.000
45,855
16.6
42,200
Union
12.2
posed name of “Georges River
the
nation.
observed National of the mehcanical and office staffsdifficulty is experienced by
newsSchool Administrative District, un
“Of additional interest, attention munities operate today without a Newspaper Week Saturday by en- and Mrs. Mary Dyer. Owls Head men in other parts of the country
der the Sinclair Act for the towns
i in obtaining what should be public
district, and <B> as the five com tertaining membei s of the press correspondent.
of Cushing. St. George. Thomaston. should be given to the comparative munities would operate if they were coips seiving the Coastal Area at
The theme of the evening w’as a information, such is not the case
Union and Warren.
In order to table below illustrating the net within a District as proposed a chicken barbecue dinner.
free press in America and its im- locally where officials co-operate
make clear why this study has. in cost per pupil. <A> as the five corn- earlier :
News representatives were. Ken- portance to the people of the na- fully
effect, come to a standstill it is
neth Strickland. Robert Mayo and tior.. The speaker of the evening.
The unusual situation in news- Deer Pushing
Congregational
‘’A
"B"
necessary to explain the financial
Leonaid Harlow of the Bangor Courier-Gazette City Editor Sidney gathering which exists in Knox
$169.00 Pupil
$139.00 Pupil Daily News; James Moore and L. Cullen, stressed the right of the County was described as one which Hunters Around
implications involved. Under the Cushing
Missionaries Here
$198.00/Pupil
$174.00 Pupil
Sinclair Act. when a school district *i homaston
Louis Moore of the Portland Press people to know the activities of seldom exists elsewhere. The two
$136.00
Pupil
$136.00
Pupil
Warren
is formed, the contributions which St. George
$149.00 Pupil Herald; and Sidney L. Cullen and their municipal, county, state and state dailies and The Courier- These Days
$155 00 Pupil
each of thetowns involved must Union
$120.00 Pupil Irving Shear of The Courier- national governments. He observed Gazette all maintain full news staffs
$178.00 Pupil
It seems that even the animals
make are determined by the re
Gazette.
Also present from The that it was the responsibility of the in the area, giving a closer cover“As there are undoubtedly other George and Warren. At that date, Courier were Kenneth Morang.
spective State valuation of the
~ newspapers to obtain this infoima- age of the news than anywhere else are resenting the hunters invading
their domain nowadays.
Last
towns. (The State valuation is not towns in the State of Maine with a it is feasible that the suggested Theodore Sylvester. Si .. Miss Rosa- tion and make it available to the in the state.
,
minimum school population of 300
Thursday, three Rocklar.d brothers,
the same as the valuation estab similai problem. it is expected, that
,
f
. . . •
,
‘
1
in grades 9-12 inclusive would
Herman. Bill and Harry Payson,
lished by each town's assessors.)
tjme another compilawere hunting for rabbit in the Ash
“The total annual expenditure for there may I be some consideration ' exjst
Point area of Owls Head.
education in any town may be given by the next Legislature to tion of facts was underway,
Just as the dogs ow’ned by the
8Tparated into three parts
1. amend the Sinclair Act in ordei j “Finally, whether or not a disIf tiict is formed. State Aid is given
Payson brothers were on the track
Operating Expenses; 2. Payments
remedy apparent inequities
of an animal, the three brothers
on Old Debt; and 3. Payments on remedial action were taken by the for operating expenses although not
next Legislature, it may be well necessarily as much as when a disdecided to briefly separate for a
New Debt.
short distance to see w-hat they
“Under the Sinclair Act, a school to expect nsumption of studies by trict is formed. State subsidies are
couid pick up.
administrative district receives a Thomaston with its neighboring granted towards new contributions
subsidy annually towards the pay- communities including Cushing, St. j only when distiict aie formed."
Suddenly the dogs stopped bark
ing and out of the woods bounded
merits of items one and three.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Donald C. Smith from Dorothy a large deer, racing in the direc
The October term of Knox Su- of Rockland, married at Owls
above. After the subtraction of the
subsidy fiom the gross budget of PIONEER GIRLS AID FIREMEN
perior Court opens this morning Head Dec. 22 1919. Burrows for E. Smith, both of Rockland, mar tion of Herman Payson. Before he
ried at Rockland Aug. 17. 1951. could step out of the way. the deei
the district, the remainder of net
with the calling of the grand ju: v
'‘nt’_ _ . .
... . TT
stepped on his foot, knocked him
*
Marv F. Teel from Alfred H. Roberts for Libelant.
budget is appoi tioned for payment
by Justice Armand A. Dufresne.
0, Rockland
married
ma rn
Carolyne M. Emery of Warren down and fled.
by the seveial towns accord.ng to
Payson described the deer to his
Jr., the presiding justice of the at Rockland Dec. 25. 1939. Bur from Harrieon Emery of Rock
their respective valuations as stated
term.
land. married at Warren Oct. 17. brothers who assisted him to get
lows tor Libelant.
above. Item two, the old debt, is
Guy A. Thelin
back on his feet, as very’ large, and
The State represented by Coun
Marion L. Rogers from Charles 1954. Burgess for Libelant.
likewise appoi tioned but with no
Mr. and Mrs. Guy A Thelin. who
ty Attorney Curtis Payson, will W. Rogers, both of Thomason,
Mildred A Torpacka from Mau heading toward him in leaps cover
State subsidy.
seek indictments in the seveial married at Thomaston May 29. rice A. Torpacka both of Rock ing 10 feet at a time. It took Pay have spent more than 30 years in
“When the towns in a group have
cases which were bound over 1948. Burrows for Libelant.
land. married at South Paris Oct. son some 20 minutes before he China and the Philippines, will
approximately the same valuation
could regain his composure after speak Tuesday evening at the
from Municipal Court since May.
Beatiice E. Ames of Tenants 26. 1947. Adams for Libelant.
per pupil, the apportionments of
Rockland Congregational Church
The traverse jury has been called Harbor from Lavon S. Ames. Jr.,
Linwood A. Staples of Union his encounter with the animal.
items one and three above will
at a public service at 7.30 o’clock.
for Thursday morning.
o’ Matinicus, married at Rock’and from Marilyn F. Staples of Lewis
ordinarily produce no great dislo
This will be a part of the 49th an
On the civil docket are 30 di Sept. 28 1945. Bui rows for Liber ton. married at Lewiston July 26.
cation of the proportions of ex
Karl Files Papers
nual meeting of Lincoln Association
vorce cases which will also be ant.
1942. Payeon for Libelant.
penses previously borne by the re
of Congregational Churches and
handled as the term progresses
Amy Louise Carlson of FitchPaul H. Desveaux from Eltine
spective town unless one or more
For School District
Ministers, and the general public
They are:
Desveaux both of Rockland, mar- I burg. Mass., from Wilfred S.
towns have had very low or very
is cordially invited. The organist
Myra R. Scammon of Owls ritd at Caribou Nov. 4. 1954 Carlson of St. George, married at
high costs per pupil.
School committeeman William and choir of the local church will
Fitchburg April 7. 1951.
Bird
Head from Meltiah E. Scammon Grossman for Libelant.
‘W’hen. however, a town has a
Karl became the 11th candidate be in charge of the worship, under
• ■
— - -■ ■
=
Naomi E Merrill of Thomas- and Collins for Libelant.
relatively high valuation per pupil,
to file nomination papers Monday
Eicell S. Carr of Boston, Mass., for one of the seven positions the direction of the host pastor.
the hall down to the Rockland 10 ton from John G. Merrill of Lynn
its contribution under the Sinclair
Mr. Thelin is a World War I vet
Act will become gi eater.
Thus,
yard line for a first down. The Mass., mairied at Waltham July fiom Vincent Carr of Rockland, from Rockland on the new ad
eran, a native of South Dakota,
in the case of the towns involved
Tiger line, dug in and the Crosby 26. 1952. Grossman and Knight mairied at Rockland July 17. ministrative school district.
and a former professor at the Uni
1947. Grossman and Knight for
in this study, Thomaston has a val
eleven failed to put the ball over for Libelant.
The election for- the seven di versity of Massachusetts before
Ada E. Brazier from Frederick Libelant.
uation per pupil of $10,540.00 as
in four downs.
rectors to represent the city on going to Foochow, China, as an
Bernard L. Robeits from Lor the district, which will include
compared to the next highest. St.
In the first down for Rockland. L Brazier both of Rockland, maragriculturist and teachei under the
George at $7.250 00 and Warren at
Pete Stratton faded back and lied at Rockland April 6. 1955 etta M. Roberts both of South Rockland, South Thomaston and
Thomaston, married at Rockland Owls Head, has been set for Nov American Board Since 1952 he has
$6,620.00. The result is that Thom
threw’ a pass over the left end to Grossman for Libelant.
been in the Philippines directing a
Grossman for 12.
Dorothy Spear Erickson from Oct. 21. 1952.
aston with 35.3 per cent of the
Bob Huntley, who caught it on the
building program for the Southern
pupils in the proposed district would
20 .yard line and galloped down- Charles J. Erickson both of Rock- Libelant.
Karl, an automobile salesman
Dorothy E. Smith from Donald defeated a former school board Christian College, teaching on its
have to pay 46.6 per cent of the net
field for 80 yards to tally the third noit, married at Rockport Nov
staff, and assisting with the agri
Grossman and Knight C. Smith both of Rockland, mar chairman. Charles McIntosh, in a
operating costs and likewise 46 6
Tiger touchdown.
A pass Lem 21. 1937.
cultural development of the island
ried at Rockland Aug. 17. 1951. runoff election last March for a
per cent of tfie payments on new
Stratton to Avard Walker made for Libelant.
of Mindanao, only recently opened
Ellen Fui ney from Eugene A Grossman and Knight for Libel seat on the school board. Mc
debts.
the score 20 to 7.
to settlement.
“In the case of item two. Old
The Crosby’ squad came back Furoev both of Rockland, marrieu ant.
Intosh was the first candidate to
Mrs. Thelin was a native of
Joyce E. Curtis from Donald F. file his papers in the office of
Debts, all school debts previously
hard in the third period to add an- at Longmont. Colo., Nov. 1. 1957.
Rhode Island, and after training at
incurred before the formation of
other touchdown to their column Grossman and Knight for Libei Cuitis both of Rockland, married City Clerk Gerald Margeson foi
Brown University and Oberlin Col
Photo by Shear
at Rockland June 19. 1950. Gross- a position on the new board.
any school administrative district
as Ted Heroux. sophomore speed- ant.
lege. spent six years in Foochow
About 20 girls from the Pioneer Girls of Kockland helped the Kock
man
and
Knight
for
Libelant.
are pooled and appoi tioned accordBerniece Crabtree of Camden
The other candidates who have teaching music before their mar
land Fire Department Saturday and Monday afternoons to start the ster, caught a pass from ThompAlfred
H.
Teel
from
Mary
F.
ing to the same foimula but with campaign in Rockland in coniun<‘t5on with the National Fire Prevention son and ran 50 yaids to the goal Lom John G. Crabtree of South
already filed are: Dr. Russell riage. They have two grown sons
out State subsidy. Thus, the towns Week. The girls, under the direction of their leader. Carol Elwell, line.
Brierley’ kicked the extra Hope, married at Camden Oc; Teei both of Rockland, married Abbott. June Champlin. Jr.. Mrs.
who were born in China. At South
with large debts may be relieved distributed buttons to thc public and helped to sort the pamphlet* and point to put the Belfast team with 23 1953. Grossman and Knight at Rockland Dec. 25. 1939. Cuc- Vivian Whittier. M s. Jean Lind
ern Christian College Mrs Thelin
cinello for Libelant.
of a considerable portion of them folders at the fire station in preparation of their distribution to the six points of Rockland.
, for Libelant.
sey.
Fred
Spaulding.
School teaches American history. English,
Andrew’ W. Jones of Hope from Board Chaiiman A. Alan Grosswhile a town with little or no debt schools. The project was part of their requirements for the All-Ameri
During
the
fouith
quarter.
Bette L. Harvey fiom Charles
music and public speaking.
becomes responsible for a largei can merit badge. In tne picture, two of the girls, Elinor Nye. seated Crosby punted and the pigskin B Harvey, both of Rockland, mar- Gerene A. Jones of Camden, mar man and school committeemen
The Thelins will speak on "Chris
share of the total.
tThis is not at left, and Sheila Davis, right, sort the pamphlets at the fire station bounced three times seemingly md at Rockland May 7. 1955 ried at Union Feb. 14. 1930. Har C.
Maxwell
Ames.
Sebastian tianity and Communism in the
Monday afternoon, while two other girls. Dolly Hall, standing at left,
necessarily inequitable since all of
Grossman
and
Knigh
tfor
Libel

old
J
Rubin
of
Bath
for
Libelant.
away from any Crosby player
Groder and Harold Kalei .
and Barbara Luce, right, look on.
Philippines".
the educational facilities of the
Thalia Keith May of Rockport ,
when
Rockland
center
Gary ant.
Other speakers at the Associa
several towns become the property
Janice P. Curtis of Rockland from John B. May, Jr., of Ports
Stover came downfield, scooped
tion meeting include Rev. Dr. C. E.
of the District.)
LONG RUNS AND RECOVERED PUNT up the ball and continued for 29 from William E Cuitis of Jack mouth. N H.. mairied at Boston. Knox Lodge IOOF
Clark
of
Portland.
“Success
“From the financial standpoint,
sonville. North Carolina, married Mass.. Feb. 3. 1941. Haimon and
more yard^ for a touchdown.
reports
on
General
of the five towns mentioned as par GIVE TIGERS SIX POINT EDGE IN
Installs '59 Officers Stories";
In the closing minutes of the at Rockland Dev. 30. 1957. Gross- Nichols for Libelant.
Council at Boston by Rev. Craig
ticipating in the study. Thomaston
man
for
Libelant.
Douglas
M.
U
’
rquhart
of
Cam

contest, Thompson threw a pass
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows Richards of Bath. Rev. J A . Mor
is the only one affected adversely. HARD FOUGHT CONTEST AT BELFAST to McDonald who ran 47 yards to
Ruth P. Henderson of Rockland den from Anita L. Urquhart of
seated
Carl Sewall as noble grand rison of Thomaston, and Mrs.
However, since this effect would unmake the score 26 to 20 in favor fiom Carl F. Henderson of Paw- Rockland, married at Camden
Monday
evening in annual installa Lewis Jones of Newcastle; Mrs.
In a surprise move in the fourth when quarterback Dave Thompson of the visitors.
19. 1954.
Harmon and
catuck. Conn., married at Wester Feb.
tion ceremonies.
The installing Bentley’ Glidden of Damaiiscotta
The Lions threatened again in ly R. I . Nov. 19. 1948. Grossman Nichols for Libelant.
quarter of the Rockland-Crosby threw a pass to right end Ronald
and Charles Haynes of Rockland
for Libelant.
Meltiah E Scammon of Rock officer was Almon Pierpont, dis
the
last
minute
of
play
as
they
hassle at Belfast Saturday’ after- McDonald who sprinted 37 yar '-on the women’s work.
-WANTEDMuriel P. Sherwin of Camden land from Myra R. Scammon of trict deputy.
came down to the 21 yard line on
The afternoon sessions open at 2
noon. Tiger center Gary Stover to the goal line. Pete Biierley
Taking
office
with
Sewall
were
Antiqnr Barraaa. Commndra.
of
Owls
Head,
married
at
Owls
Head
from
Ralph
Waldo
Sherwin
three successful passes by Mc
and are open to all who are inter
and Wash Stands in pins, maple
recovered a Crosby punt and ran kicked the extra point to give Donald. Their offence was halted Fitchibuig.
Mass.. married
at Dec. 22. 1919. LeGassey for Li Maurice Carroll, vice grand: Mil- ested.
or marble top; also Lamps,
ton Rollins, Sr., secretary; ar.d
20 yards to score what proved t”, Crosby a ~-0 edge over the visi- when Rockland substitute Bob Dover, N. H Jan. 31. 1952. Gill belant.
Dishes and Picture Frames.
be the winning touchdown of the
George J Bosser from Shirley Albert MacPhail. treasure:
Ober intercepted a pass.
The mor for Libelant.
tors.
as toastmaster; Warrell Dunton.
game. The victory. 26 to 20. was
Dianne M. Richards of Rock Bosser both of Union, married at
BUD JORDAN
The Tigers came alive fast after Tigers managed to get off a playtable topics and Joe Kacic th?
number four of the season for the the Crosby tally, when left half before time ran out.
land
from
Lloyd
A
Richards
of
Rockland
April
25.
1945.
Burleigh
master critic.
1 BBOAD ST. PLACB
Toastmasters
To
Rockland eleven.
Martin
of
Augusta
for
Libelant.
On
the
starting
Rockland
team
Rockport,
mairied
at
Rockland
back Joe Teirio carried the ball
TEL. 4M
Other meetings scheduled in
The
Crosby
Lions
broke
the
Api
il
4
1957
Roberts
for
Libelwere:
Le.
Huntley; It Groder;
S»-T-tf
70 yards to score the first Tiger
Meet This Evening October are on the evenings of
scoring ice in the first period
AdvertlBB
la
The
Courler-Gasette.
ant.
touchdown of the afternoon. Neal lg. Smith; c\ Stover; rg. Rave;
the 21st and 28th.
re. Walker; lhb.
Smith kicked the extra point to rt, Watling;
The
Rockland
Toastmasters
Terrio; rhb. Ripley; fb. Poulin.
tie the score 7 all.
Club will resume meetings for
In the next quarter, the Rock-, qb. Stratton,
the fall and winter season this
EXPERT INSTALLATION
RUMMAGE AND ATTIC SALE
— ANNOUNCEMENT —
land men continued their drive
The starting Crosby line inevening at 7 o'clock at the Farns
ol
as successful passes by Pete eluded: Le. Berry; It, Kenney; lg.
worth Museum.
lii Rooms Over Tke Thomaston National Bonk
Maid Linoleum • Soft
Stratton and long runs by Joe Biierley; c
Fro^t; rg. NickerToastmaster of the evening will
I WISH TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING
Carpeting - Floor Tilt
Terrio carried the ball deep into son; rt. Barr; re, McDonald; lhb.
be Paul Huber with William Chest
Wednesday, October 8
Crosby’ territory. The ball was Heroux. rhb. Porter: fb. Chevis:
er taking table topics and Galen
and Church Wall Tilt
OF AN OFFICE FOR THE PRACTICE OF LAW
on the three yard line when qb. Thompson.
LeGassey
serving
as
master
• Export Mi rhanir,
Commencing at 1 o'clock
AT 340 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Stratton threw a lateral to Fred
Rockland substitutes: C. Wa.critic.
Free Estimate, . Easy Termi
Ripley who carried the ball over gatt. Ames, L. Teirio. Delano
Speakers will include:
John
O VENETIAN KI.IMtS
Sponsored By
the line for the second Rockland and Koster.
Crosby substitutes:
Aziz.
Darrell
Dunton.
Harold
• WINDOW SHADES
PETER P. SULIDES
touchdown.
|
Hall
and
Meservey.
GENERAL KNOX CHAPTER, DAVGHTERS OF THE
Kaler, Graham Rush and Robert

Superior Court Grand Jury In
Session Today As October Term
Opens; 30 Divorce Actions Listed

AMERICAN REVOLVTIOX
H9-120

The Lions bounced back in the
The Tigers next face Morse
second quarter and threatened to High of Bath Satuiday afternoon
even the contest as they brought at South Field.

TELEPHONE, ROCKLAND 1745
1194120-T-123

Varney.
The club will observe Ladies
Night the 14th with Harold Kaler

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO,

PHONE 1125

KOCKEAN
108-
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WARREN

Editor *nd Publisher, John M Richardton
Three Time* a Week
The Limeroek Gazette was established In IBM. In 187»
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855.
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1887
Subscriptions 87 50 per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 10c Circulation 6273

MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwocd 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwocd 4-2038 home

Miss Avis Maloney and h«
sis
ters, Mrs. Corinne Perkins Mrs.
Percy Moody and Mrs. Ailetta
Flagg- of Waldoboro, were in
Pepperill. Mass . Saturday to at

EDITORIAL
MY FAVORITE PRAYER

tend tI

James Dunn and M. < Mary Ja:
Markham, which took place at

Out Father which ait in heaven, hallowed be Thy
Name. Thy kingdom come Thv will be done in earth as it
is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread, and forgive us oui
debts as we forgive our debtors and lead us not into temp
tation. but deliver us from evil: For Thine is the kingdom
and the power, and the glory, forever.

•

St.
Mrs.

Marion

Mannei

Deputy Preside!.*

and

District

Miss

Doris

As
sociation LAPM join d Mrs Alta
Gray. Mrs. Addie Brown, a Past
President of the Main* Association LAPM f Rot. X a:id ad Janet
Patched of Cornvb.
... att tid
ing the Installation of Dorothea
Dix Rebekah bodge in Hampder
Friday evening.
Miss Sarah
Noyes District Deput; President
of South Brew.- was Installing
Officer.
The meeting oi Dorcas Circle
Byler, a

Mail

it

Kings Da aght<

WHAT ABOUT HYPNOSIS

The history of hypnosis thiough the ages has been a
series of ups and downs. Periods of great interest by the
medical profession have been followed by almost complete
rejection. At times it has had little more than the status
of a vaudeville trick. Today interest in its use in the treat
ment of illness is again on the upswing.
The extent of interest in hynosis is illustrated by the
fact that the American Medical Association has seen the
necessity ot making a study of the subject and making re
commendations to the doctors of the nation. The com
plexity of the subject is shown by the difficulty the AMA
had in arriving at a definition of hypnosis, even though
there was no question about the results brought about by
hypnosis.
What they came up with was “a temporary condi
tion of altered attention in the subject which may be in
duced by another person
During this condition of
altered attention” doctors and dentists have been able to
accomplish remarkable results. Severely burned patients
have been able to do exercises necessary to recovering the
use of their limbs. Children who need surgery have been
anesthetized easily and without being frightened. Dentists
have used it successfully both for anesthesia and to allay
patients' anxiety
The use of hypnosis in psychotherapy
has been frequently dramatized, even overdramatized
The dangerous aspect of hypnosis is the fact that it can
so easily be induced by someone with little or no technical
training It is meat for the charlatans who can dramatize
its mysterious quality. The harm that can be done by
hypnosis is still debatable, but it should only be used foi
medical treatment by a qualified, trained practitioner. Its
use for entertainment purposes is vigorously condemned
bv the AMA

met n ith

Mrs. Flavilia VV:t;ren Monday af•
Mond ly aft
will be with

Mrs.

Grace Camp

bell.

Miss Norman Gammon. daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs. Edwin Gam
mon, celebrated het 10th birth-

tert
her young friends with some of
their mothers at her home Fiiday
afternoon.
Norman's
mother
served refreshments including a
birthday cake. Her guests were:
Judy Gray and Mrs. Douglass
Gray of Topsham Marilyn Miller.
Donna Turner M s. George Luce
and son Wayne and Mark Gam
mon. Games were played. The
young hostess received some nice
gifts.
The physicals for the Grade
School pupils, will be at the Auxi
liary Kail. Oct. 9. instead of at
the school, as fi:st l.-ted
Pupils
should be at the h i. to begin at
10 o'clock.
Di Richard Water
man and
MrEsther bong.
Health Nurs*- wii b< in < harg*
The Mission Circ • of the Sec
ond Congregational Church will
meet at the Chapel at 3 p. m
Members are reminded to take
their mite boxes
The Ladies'
Circle will meet, at 4 p m. Circle
supper will be served at 6 p. m.
Committee
Mrs. Leland Philbrook, Mrs S. B KaLloch, Mrs
Richard
Barnard
Mis
Earl
Gammon. Mrs. Dor. .d Mathews,
Mrs. Nestor Salomaki and Mrs.
H. D. Sawyei
The Evening Ext. nsion Group
will meet Oct. 9
The project.
Braiding RiuRuston Barnard, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard
Barnard.
is a
surgical patient at Knox Hospi
tal.
Mr. and Mrs Leslie Farrington
and M:
and Mr.E. Foster
Fales. enjoyed a trip to th* Whitt
Mountains Monda;. and Tut - day.
Monday they stayed at - amps at
the base of th. mountain to be
ready to go up the cog railroad
to the top tr. next morning Le.
reported 27 degrees on the top of
Mt. Washington when they ar
rived. They also rode on the
electric tramway at Fianconia
Notch.
Les
-a.d they had a
grand trip and tried to get in all
the sights and side trips they
could
Guest Officers' Night Observed
Ivy Chapter,
OES.
observed
guest officers' n: .iht at the regular
stated m* * ting Fi iday evening
Oct. 3.
There • • re 35 guests
with offic- - b- ng- Worthy ma
tron, Mrs Pri-■
-i M« ■ -c. worthy
patron. Dr. More of Grace Chap
ter, Thomaston
a-sociate ma
tron. Mrs. Margaret Simmons;
associate patron. Alden Davis of
Golden rod Chapte!
Rockland;
secretary. Mr.- Ora Burns treas
urer, Miss Marion Upham. Har
bor Light Chap* r
Rockport;
conductres-s, Mr- E ;e Cole, as
sociate conductres- M’ - Mildred
Richards. Beach Chaptei Lincoln
ville- marshal. M - Waitie Carey. *
chaplain.
Mrs.
Edna
Parlin.
Lakeside Chapti
J fferson: or
ganist. M - Avis Not wood. Ivy’
Chapter, Warn n; Ada. Mis Ger
trude Fogg: Esther Mis Hazel
Joy. Seaside Chapt< d
Camden;
Ruth Mrs Bcitw
M.iU-on: Mar
tha, Mrs. Eleanor Stott. Wirvurna
Chapter. Waldoboro; Ehcta. Mis.
Mary Dyer. Forg.t-M- Not Chap
ter, South Thomaston, warder.
Mrs
Avis
Sprowl.
sentinel.

Timdoy-Thurtday-Saturdoy

FEELS LOBSTER BILL WAS

Cobb Urges That

A COLOSSAL BLUNDER

Hunters Respect

September 26. 1958
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Before and during the recent poli
tical campaign. I was somewhat
ciitical of Governor Muskie for
signing the lobster bill, two in one.
in early 1957 While my philosophy
failed to retard the progress of our
Governor, nonetheless I still be
lieve that Senator Payne was the
logical man to represent the peo
ple back home
While oui natural resources in re
lation to fishing are declining, we
need leaders with constructive ideas
and not the type who will sign any
thing passed by oui legislators.
One would naturally believe that
a body of men known as the Sea
and Shore Committee would vote
to enact some constructive lobstei
laws. That is what the lobstermen
expect of such a group. However,
due to oui many disheartening ex
perience at the hearings, many
fishermen refrain from attending.
Surely they can't be blamed after
what happened at the last session
Even though what I term “the
compound lobster bill” went up foi
passage. I still maintain that Gov
ernor Muskie should have vetoed it.
especially afte: the MLA voted two
to one to hold the lir.
It is an old
saying that politicians are not in
power to help you and me. but to
help themselves. This sei med very
significant when the lobster bill
which I have referred to was
signed
Personally. I believe it
was a colossal bTundei and right
now the lobstermen are aware of
the reaction.
Many of us realize that Massa
chusetts sells all lobsters over the
3 3/16 carapace body measure

Private Rights

the results of not pro
te. ting the breeders? If our Maine
fishermen were there for awhile,
they would soon learn the answer.
At one lobstering center on the
north shore a lady whom I know,
went to the local dealer, who does
a retail business and buys directly
fiom local fishermen, to purchase
some lobsters. This happened as
I : ecall on August 23. 1958. What
• c the results of the mission te
the dealer? Five pounds of lob<ei meat on hand to be doled out
.r.d not one lobster in the tanks.
Many leaders of this letter will
want to know the reason for the
scarcity of lobsters around Cape
Ann. I will give you my idea and
it is this: lack of propagation and
fo .ihardy legislation. The former
is. or should be our primary ob
jective. and is as essential to the
Lobster industry as a carburetor to
: gasoline motoi. When a lobsterm n hauls 40 trays foi- three legal
lobsters, as was recently done in
i Massachusetts lobstering center,
you wiil begin to think that my
theoiy has some foundation.
White it is not my desire to in. r fear into our Maine lobsterm ... nonetheless I will make one
suggestion and it is this: Go to Au
gusta 1.000 strong at the next ses'.on of the Maine Legislature and
meanwhiie try to repeal the pres■ :t iaw of five and three-quarter
chi‘s carapace body measure and
'-«) back to the original five inches.
This will be a step in the right di. ction which should start us on
a constructive course.
If anyone
thinks or believes that oui produc
tion of lobsters will regain a form
er level under the present law. he
What are

High horsepower

Maine’s Fish and Game Com mis-1
sioner, Roland H. Cobb, has added!
his support to that of President '

WALDOBORO

children of Wellesley, Mass., is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Velma
Scott, Friendship street.
Dr. Weston Ringer of Needham,
Mass., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Burton Scott.
Cedric L. Crowell of Chicago
and Bruce Crowell of Portsmouth.
N. H., were guests Fiiday of
their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.

Dwight D. Eisenhower in urging ’
MRS. RENA CROWELL
j W. H. Crowell.
hunters to respect the rights of1
Correspondent
Mrs. Eva Monahan and daugh
land owners.
Main Street, Waldoboro
ter Mrs. Reginald Roy and daughCobb.
endorsing
the
“Hbr.t :
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
i ter Lynne were guests of Mrs.
America Time” program of the j
Mark Holt in Portland recently.
Izaak Walton League, said that the
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Campbell
theme of the program “emphasizes
The Garden Club will meet Frithe importance of the hunter's per have returned to Loganport Ind.. ' day with Mrs. Geoige Boggs.
sonal responsibilities in the field.” after visiting their son and fami Mrs. Ruby Miller will speak on
Mi. Eisenhower said in a tele ly at the home of Mr. and Mrs. her summer trip to Europe and
I show glides.
gram to the league president. R. C ; Wilmot Davis.
O'Hair. • “As the hunting season J Mrs. Percy B. Moody. Mrs.
The Homemakers Society will
opens, it is well to be reminded of f Coiinne Perkins. Mrs. Arietta . meet Thursday evening in the
the advice of the Izaak Walton J Flagg and Miss Avis Maloney of vestry of the Methodist Church.
League. ‘Respect Private Prop- j Wairen are on a trip to Boston.
A supper will precede the meeterty—Save Public Hunting’."
Mr. and Mrs. George Beggs are i ing. Each member is requested
Indivdual league chapters across !
on a motor trip to St. Johns. N. i to furnish a part of the program.
the nation have local “Hunt Ameri B.
ca Time" programs underway
Miss Dora Gay has been en
According to the Navy’s “Hur
The league's pledge asks sports
tertaining Miss Margaret Pholans ricane Hunters." hurricanes noimen to be law abiding, to respect
of Bangor.
I mally move at a speed of 10 to 20
the rights and property of others,
Mrs. Nettie Jones of Jefferson miles per hour, but they may
and !o be careful with fire and fire
was calling on friends Monday.
; travel niUch slower, particularly
arms.
Mr. and Mrs. Val Ringer and when chaginng courses.
Commissioner Cobb expressed
confidence that by following the i
pledge, hunters can be instrumental |
in improving ar.d maintaining good

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

is a wishful thinker and simply fool
ing himself.
While personalities
may win votes, we need men with,
other requisites to stabilize and pro
mote the production of lobsters.
When a ’ etai! dealer has to limit!
a customer to one-half a pound of j
lobster meat at nearly $5.00 per
pound during the tourist season, it
is time to stop. look, and listen.
Sydney H Davis, i
Port Clyde. Maine.

Investment Bankers
ESTABLISHED 1854

Member Boston Stock Exchange
83 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

ON WEDNESDAYS
HOTEL KNOX. THOMASTON
ROGER B- RAY

Little foreign cars

Longer, wider ’59 cars

Tired of parking

won’t fit your garage?

a big, bulky car?

“heavies” too thirsty?

relations with farmers and other
land owners.
Such relations, he
concluded, are of great importance
in the continuance of freedom of
hunting by permission on private
land.

PROCLAMATION
In co-operation with National Employ the Physically
Handicapped Week and with Governor Muskie. who has
proclaimed th* week of October 5-11 as Maine Employ the
Handicapped Week. I. Osgood Gilbert, chairman of the
Rockland City Council do hereby call upon our people,
and particularly our employers, to make every effort to
assist qualified handicapped workers to find jobs which
they can do and to realize that a physical handicap does
not always mean a job handicap
Local employment offices of the Maine Employment
Security Commission have, during the past 10 years, placed
more than 12.169 physically handicapped workers in jobs
where they are now making an outstanding contribution
to the industrial life of Maine. Many more can become
self-supporting, self-respecting citizens if they an given an
opportunity to use their skills and work to the full extent
of the ability they possess
Therefore, I respectfully request all of out organiza
tions holding gatherings during the week of October 5-11
to plan programs which will incite a strong public interest
in providing job opportunities foi our physically handi
capped.
Most of the available physically handicapped
workers are ready, willing and able — all they need is a
chance to prove themselves Let's give them that chance'
Working together, I feel that we can accomplish much
in our community and I earnestly solicit the sincere co
operation of all of oui citizens
Respectfully submitted.
Osgood Gilbert.
Chan mar.. Rockland City Council

THE COMPACT CAR WITH THE BEST OF BOTH:

BIG CAR. ROOM • SMAUL CAR ECOAOMY
• EVEN MORE ECONOMY POR 'SO

• NEW PERSONALIZED COMPORT

NEW HEAD FOR BLUE CROSS
Joseph E Dyer has been selected by the Associated
Hospital Service of Maine to be the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield representative for Kennebec, Franklin. Lincoln and
Knox Counties. In making this announcement. Stephen W
Woodberry. Director of Enrollment, stated that Mr. Dyer's
appointment was the result of a new policy of the Asso
ciated Hospital Service to serve this important area of the
State thiough a full-time resident representative in lieu of
the annual enrollment periods previously held.
Mr. Dyer and his wife Sally are recent graduates of the
University of Maine and are both natives of Vinalhaven.
Mr. Dyer commenced his duties October 1. 1958 after a
training period at the home office in Portland. Maine
H«
will serve the counties from his home in Augusta

NEW!

1959 RAMBLER CUSTOM CROSS COUNTRY. Features new beauty, new economy. 108-inch wheelbase. Economy Six or Rebel V-8.

ave you been dismayed as word of the new 1959 cars

P-G PILOT SETS MARK FOR SAFETY

Nelson U. Hokes, chief pilot for the Proctor Ar Gamble
Co., and son of Mt and Mrs. Arthur Rokes of Limeroek
Street, is the safest company flier pilot aloft
He and 149 other pilots are attending the annual meet
ing of the National Business Aircraft Association in Phila
delphia
They and their films all have accident free fly
ing records.
Mr Rokes. who lives on Pond Run Road. New Rich
mond. Ohio, has logged 3.175.090 air miles without evei
scratching a propel lor or a passenger
His total i easily
the best of 55 company pilots who've flown more than one
million safe miles. In second place, more than a million
miles behind, is J. B Seidner of the Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co.. Akron. Ohio.
The NBAA said the awards aie to “focus attention on
the remarkab’e safety records being established by busi
nesses operating their own aircraft.” P & G.'s private air
craft arc used mainly to transport executives to and from
meetings.

Remember: —

OCTOBER
IS

H

shows most will be even longer, wider, heavier and

thirstier for gas than ever?

Here's good news from Rambler, the top car in sales gains.

The new 1959 Ramblers on display today, while brand new

in styling, brand-new in exclusive differences, are still trim

and compact. Gasoline mileage is even better!
See smart new interiors with room for six 6-focters. 'Fry
Personalized Comfort. Sectional sofa front seats f< r driver

and passenger let each choose the most comfortable legroom
Airliner Reclining Seats offer new adjustable headrests. I ry

All-Season Air Conditioning, Air-Coil Ride, every pushbut

NEW!

TALL HUSBAND, TINY WIFE-eacb
has the most’comfortable legroom. Sectional
sofa front seats glide forward or backward,
individually. Here is Personalized Comfort!

NEW!

ADJUSTABLE HEADRESTS. Airliner
ILet lining Seats now offer new individual ad
justable headrests. Seats also make Twin
Travel Beds Here is Personalized Comfort!

ton convenience. Get the best of both: big ear room, small

ear economy, in the com|»ct new 1959 Ramblers. See and
drive them today at your Rambler dealer s gala display.

AUTOMOBILE
INSPECTION
MONTH

Miller’s Garage
INC.
DESOTO — PLYMOUTH
HILLMAN
25-31 BAWKIN STREET
ROC 'KLAND
WHERE TOT ALWAYS
GET GOOD SERVICE
120-121-Tta-127|

Charles
McKenzie
Rosewood
Chapter. Searsmont
These officers conferred the de
gree upon Mrs. Fia villa Warren.
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Pinkham
Jr., of Warren.
For entertain
ment. Mrs. Mai ion Lei mond and
Mrs. Carrie Smith, gave several
piano numbers. Committee serv
ing the refreshments were Mrs.
Margaret 8a»wyer, Mr. and Mrs.
Josiah Jameson. Mis. Betty Phiibiook and Mrs. Josephine Starrett.

8 p. m
The next
stated meeting
Ivy Chapter will be Oct. 17. M
and Mis. Roland Berry will ser
i efresh merits with
Mrs. Heli
Maxey presenting the entertai

ment.
Mis. Emily Beatty, eonductre
and Mrs. Joan White, associa
conductress accepted invitatioi
to be guest officers with Seasii
Chapter in Camden Oct. 13 ai
with Grace Chapter in Thoma
ton Oct. 22. the meeting beginnii
at 7.30 p. m.

Warder Mrs. Lillian Simmons
and Sentinel Maurice accepted
invitations to be gueet ofticera
The man who has seen better
Oct. 15 with Beach Chapter. Ln- days didn't realise at the tone
TWe meeting wiii be at how htcfcy Ae was.

NEW!

1959

AMBASSADOR

COUNTRY

CLUB

Smartest new luxury car. 117-inch wheel
base. 270 HP V-8. High power per pound
HARDTOP.

NEW!

1959

RAMBLER

CUSTOM FOUR-DOOR

SEDAN. 108-inch wheelbase. 215 HP Rebel V-8, or
Economy Six. Easy to handle, park and pay for!

NEW!

1959 RAMBLER AMERICAN CLUB SEDAN

100-inch w he»'iba»c. The small car offering fully auto
matic transmission. Airliner Reclining Seat*.

I

SEE BRAND-NEW FEATURES-TRY PERSONALIZED COMFORT AT RAMBLER DEALERS TODAY
MEWETTS GARAGE

STAHLEY’S GARAGE

laate t, Warrw, Mt, Cfettaari 3-233Z

245 Mm Strart • hdJui - TeL 511

Tuesdoy-Thursdoy-Saturday
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Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 7, 1958
A vehicle driven by Elmer L.'
Cayton, 31. of 25 Knox Street. Rock
land, struck the rear of a car
operated by Gaetano Ciofi. 38. of
New Britain. Conn., as it was slow
ing down to enter the driveway at
81 Union Street in Rockland Sunday
afternoon.
Rockland Police said
that the Ciolfi vehicle sustained
about 8450 damage and the other
car, minor damages.
Cayton
suffered several bruises while the
New Britain resident complained of
pain.

A huge bull moose made a tour
FEELS IT'S TIME TO CLEAN
of the city just at daybreak Mon Green Outlines
day.
Ervin Wooster spotted him
MISS LUCY M. ALLEN
UP DUMP ROAD
on Fogg Street at 6.15 a. m. and Value of Maine
Mis# Lucy Mae Allen of Camden.
saw him cross Willow’ Street to
In one
This is a plea to the folks in my action at town meeting.
69. a retired school teacher, died
disappear by the side of the Jewish Fishing Industry
town, for instance, the dump is
home town
Synagogue, headed south.
Later.
Sunday in Mt. Vernon, N. Y. She
Ronald Green, commissions of
At a time when inhabitants of open three days a week, and there
Wooster found tracks on his Rank
Sea and Shore Fisheries for Maine, nearby towns are outdoing them is an attendant on duty to see that was born in Camden. July 18. 1889.
in Street lawn where the beast had
pin ed a $75,000,000 value on Maine selves in clean-up campaigns and refuse is put in the proper place the daughter of Fred and Hattie
crossed In reaching Fogg Street.
Watts Allen.
Rockland firemen answered an
fisheries in a talk before the Cham beautification contests, spurred by —then it is burned.
Oliver Holmes, high school custo
She was a giaduate of Camden
alarm Sunday afternoon at the
ber of Commerce Monday noon.
There will always be garbage.
civic pride, parts of our potentially
dian,
was
reported
to
have
seen
the
He also revealed that the indus beautiful peninsula are becoming Let's get rid of it in a civilized High School, and Colby College in
[Social aad community «v»nt> Humpty Dumpty Restaurant at 128
same
animal
on
Maple
Street
a
try provides employment or a liv slummier and crumbier . . .
manner. Our little town is much Waterville, and resided in Mt. Ver
are eollctted for tale calendar. Al Park Street. Upon arrival they dis
short time later. Saturday morn
ing for as many as 65.000 persons
are free and apace here cannot b< covered that smoke was coming
too beautiful to permit it to de non. N. Y . for many years.
One
spot
in
particular,
in
which
ing. a bull moose, which may have
She is survived by a brother,
purchaeed. Strictly lommercla from the clothes dryer. The drum
in the state in catching and pro
teriorate into a rat-infested slum
Dr. Robert Easton of Norway, been the same one. was seen in cessing 300 million pounds of fish all town citizens have a part, is
affaire, aalee, •upper*, dances in the dryer had stopped causing
Alden Allen of Eastport; a sister,
Marge Cook.
the
section
allocated
for
the
town
cannot be accepted. The decider considerable heat to be concentra president of the Maine Junior the fields along Route 1 opposite ard shellfish annually.
Ina Allen of Nutley, N. J.; several
dump. Without a doubt. I am most Wallston. Road
of the editor la final.)
Chamber of Commerce, will attend the cement plant.
cousins, Mi's. Mildred Gould of
ted in one area of the unit. •
Knox County produces 28 per concerned because we live on the Tenants Harbor,
the Wednesday evening meeting of
Camden; Basil Allen, Roy Allen
Oct.
7—'Miriam
Rebekah Lodge
cent of the state’s catch and re “dump road”.
The rest of the October 3. 1958.
the
Rockland
Jaycees.
Elected
last
Low temperatures were report ceives 24 per cent of the total
meets at 6 p. m. at the Odd Fel
and Mrs. Doris Wyman of Belfast.
Marie Jackson, daughter of Mr. |
townsfolk merely make hurried
lows Hall.
and Mm. Parke. Jackson of South IJune at the Ja>'cee convention in ed generally Monday morning value, he noted.<
Funeral services will be held
trips
there
to
deposit
their
smelly
Big
enterprises
are
big
because
Oet. 7—Installation of Miriam Re
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
Thomaston, has enrolled in Farm- j Rockland, he will be back in the some as low as 28 degrees in the
Green commented that there was caigo. then scurry away quickly there are big men behind them.
bekah Lodge of Rockland.
„ ,,
city to induct three new membeis early morning hours.
Laite Funeral Home in Camden
a tendency to take the industry for (with the car windows shut tight
Oct. ^ Installation of Maiden Cliff lnfrton State Teachers College as I in the local organization. The meetwith Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.,
freshman.
Marie, commonly
gr-i: t d with littfe thought to the ly). For a mile, both sides of the
Rebekah Dodge of Camden.
Oct. 9 Installation of Puritan Re- called Belle by her friends, grad- j inR *U1 be held in the Medical
The Knox County Fish and ovei ail value locally and in the road are plastered with dump
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
officiating.
Interment will be in
Game Association will be hosts other coastal counties.
Fairview Cemetery in Warren.
bekah Dodge of Tenants Harbor, uated last June from Rockland, 1
Ui in&
debris
Sunday drivers hold their
SIX Room Houst1 with bath to
to the Maine Fish and Game As
Oct. 10—Golden Rod Chapter, OES, High School. She has plans of beA great deal must be done in pio- noses in passing, and murmer,
let. h. w. heat. 11 Orange .Street.
Winfield Robbins. 92. of Rock sociation when they will hold a motion and research in order to
Rich people have the ability to
^fr® ^n3Pected by Deah Page, coming a home economics teach
“Ain't it awful?” It is awful.
STEVE ALEX
120-tf separate fools from their coin.
W.G.M.
ville was admitted to Knox Hospi meeting at 10 a m. Oct. Id at further the fisheries of Maine, ac
er upon graduation.
For
more
than
30
years
I
have
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
tal Monday after he fell at home Beaver Lodge in East Union. A cording to Green who commented
passed over the road “to the har
Oct. 14 — Installation of Ocean
City street crews are installing ! and suffe,ed contusions of his right lobster dinner will be served
that inasmuch as we cannot con- bor”. In pre-school days my sis
Bound Rebekah Dodge of Vinal
'
hip.
His
condition
was
reported
as
sun i what we catch and process, ter. Celia, and I used to walk over!
haven.
a catch basin and ditching the
In conjunction with National we must piomote use in other to see Grammie Wall, stopping al
Oct. 17—Women’s Educational Club sides of Dunton Avenue to prevent “good”.
Fire Prevention
Week, which states constantly.
meets in Rockport with Mrs. the drainage from the hillside
ways at the half-way rock (you
Rockland lodge. B'nai B'rith runs Oct. 5 through 11. the Owls
H- pointed to Canada's subsidiz wouldn't recognize it—they dyna
Viola Spear.
street at the south end from casOct. 26 Daylight Saving Time ending across South Main Street meets Tuesday. October 7. at the Head and South Thomaston Fire ing of fisheries to the extent of un mited it when the road was
ends. Set clocks back one hour. as it has done for years. In the Thorndike Hotel.
Departments will distribute pam derwriting the cost of plants and widened) to munch on her enor
Oct. 31—Halloween.
phlets and folders to the elemen boats and noted that something of mous sugar cookies. Later, through
winter months, the ice caused by
Nov. 5—Fond-du-Lac Chapter. OES,
Judge Alfred M. Strout of tary schools in the two towns this that nature could be established in all sorts of weather, it was the
When you combine ALL of your insurance on yoar
to be inspected by Marion Colby, the drainage had created a hazard
on the street which leads to Owls Rockland Municipal Court has week. The distribution of litera the United States. He said such a route to school. It used to be a
D.D.G.M.
home, car and mortgage in a single monthly Budget Plan
Head and South Thomaston and is continued the summer practice of ture. which will be given by the step was necessary if American favorite walk pushing a baby
Nov. 11—Veterans’ Day.
adjourning court Friday morning Rockland Fire Department, is fisheries were to meet foreign com buggy. Through all the years I've
Nov. 12—Annual meeting of Knox- heavily tiaveled
—you KNOW what your insurance costs each year.
Dincoln Soil Conservation Service
—
until 10 a. m. Monday. Hardship under the direction of Allard petition.
drunk in the sights and sounds and
at Weymouth Grange in Thom
smells with real delight in the joys
Capt. James Farrell of Owls cases where the accused wishes Pierce, deputy fire chief of the
aston.
l\ MKMORIA.M
of country living.
Head, master and part owner of the to plead guilty will be handled by South Thomaston Fire Department
Nov. 13—Pratt Memorial Methodist
In loving memory of James H.
Nowadays I hold my breath and
trawler Quincy out of Portland, re the recorder, Domenic Cuccinello. and Earl Montgomery, chief of
Church Fair.
£add cutd
Gray,
who
passed
away
October
7.
Otherwise, those arrested will the Owls Head Fire Department.
push a little harder on the gas
Nov. IS— Beach Chapter. OES, to turns home today from Camp Hill
1863
either
supply
bail
or
wait
trial
in
pedal.
It
stinks
to
high
heaven
and
...jpected by Marion Coiby, Military Hospital in Halifax. N. S.
Sadly missed by his daughters.
Lt. Cmdr. John D. McCann, Mis Wesley Knight. Mrs. Austin who would dream of walking?
D.D.G.M.
Farrell was taken off the Quincy jail.
commanding officer of the Coast Billings. and Mrs. James K.
It behooves all the voters in town
Nov. 21—Naomi Chapter, OES, to by a Canadian Navy helicopter two
14 SCHOOL STREET
be inspected by Marion Coiby, weeks ago last Sunday suffering
The Knox County Camera Club Guard cutter Laurel, was guest Sprague, and grandchildren. 120*It to think about a solution to the ob
D.D.G.M.
noxious situation of their own mak
from a severe stomach condition. meets this evening at the Rock speaker a tthe Monday evening
Nov. 24—Seaside Chapter, OES. to Emergency surgery
Read The Courier-Gazette
ing. and take some sort of decisive ‘
was
per- port studio of Carroll Thayer meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
be inspected by Deah Page,
foi med at the Canadian govern Berry.
W.G.M.
ment hospital. He was discharged
Nov. 27 Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 3—Ivy Chapter. OES, to be from the hospital Monday and is
inspected by’ Deah Page, WGM. enroute home by air with Mrs. Far- Municipal Court
Dec. 25—Christmas.
: rell who flew to Halifax soon after
An
intense
investigation
by
he was brought ashore. It is ex
Sheriff P. Willard Pease resulted in
pected that he will be at home
three boys being arraigned in
several weeks before he can resume
Municipal Court Monday morning
UNION
command of his trawler.
on charges of breaking, entering
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Camden Police report that vehi and larceny at four cottages in the
Correspondent
Tel. STate 5-2333
cle# operated by Henry T Carlton. Pleasant Point area of Cushing
79 of Rockport and Everett G. and entry into the Rockland Whole
Scruton, 82, of Lincolnville were in sale Grocery Company on Park
Miss
Beverly
Cora
Griffin, volved in an accident on Elm Street.
The breaks into the four cottages,
daughter of Mis. Charles E. Grif Street in Camden Friday night. A
fin, of Union, has resumed her total of $257 damage was estimated j vwhich netted such miscellaneous
studies at Gordon College in Bev by Camden Police to the both vehi- ’items as clothing, dishes, sporting
equipment and tobacco were taken
erly Farms. Mass. Beverly is in cles.
by the boys while they were camp
her second year at Gordon.
Auxiliary of the American DeA vehicle driven by Charles ing out in the Pleasant Point area
gion meets Tuesday evening with Steves. 71 of Lincolnville was pass September 30.
Oakley D. Ames, 17. of Cushing
Mrs. Ruth
Leona: d.
Refresh ing a truck on Route 1, near the
ment committee is Caroline Wil Lincolnville-Camden town line Sun- entered a plea of guilty to breakentering and larceny into the
liams.
Florence Williams and day night when he failed to see anMarion Alden. The Third Distiict other vehicle driven by Guiseppi Rockland Wholesale Company July
Vice
President
Mrs.
Ardilla Danis. 76. of New York City, 'di 24. where four cartons of cigar
This year marks thc Thirteenth Year since we opened our doors to the people of the Coastal Area and we
Whitehouse of Camden will make rectly in front of the ti-uck. The ettes and one carton of gum were
are looking forward to still more decades of pleasant association with our Customers. Recently our store
her official annual visitation
St. ves vehicle struck the other car. taken, and into the cottage of Dr.
tOhirstm&s Club members are causing* alx>ut $200 damage to his Frederick Dennison September 30.
has been completely renovated throughout the Men's and Boys’ Depts. to give you. our Customers, the best
Judge Alfred M. Strout found
to meet on the Common Wednes- own car and minor damage to the
service
possible.
day, Oct. 8 at 6.15 p. m. here they other. Dai.is was directly in front probable cause and bound over the
will leave for a dinner party at of his summer home in Camden two charges to the October term
MEN'S
BOYS' JACKETS
STUDENT SUITS
MEN'S JACKETS
McNamaras in Winthrop. Later when the accident happened. The of Knox Superior Court, which
opens
this
morning,
and
oi
dered
they will spend the evening with accident was investigated by TroopSPORT SHIRTS
NOW
Winter Weight
SPECIAL
that he be released on $1,000 sure
Mrs. Henry Hodgkins of Man ei Leslie LeBlanc.
$19.58
ties on. each charge.
PARKAS
WITH MOUTON HOODS
chester.
(WOOL HUNTING COATS)
NOW
Value To
The two 15 year old boys, one
BORN
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hcald
Regular
NOW
Strickland — At Knox Hospital, from Thomaston and the other
$13.95 .
were weekend visitors of Mr. and
$7.98
NOW
Regular
Men's
Mrs. Almon Heald Burlington. Oct. 5, to Mr .and Mrs. Kenneth from Rockland, were found guilty
$14.95
...................
$12.98
Strickland of Rockland, a son.
of juvenile delinquency and the
Regular
NOW
Regular
NOW
$27.95 ........
$19.98
Vt.
Munroe—At Knox Hospital, Oct.
Seven Tiee Grange meets Wed-1 5, to Mi. and Mrs. Frederick Mun charges were continued for sen
$3.95 ...
$55.00 .................. $39.98
$2.98
WOOL CLICKERS AND
tence to November 5. pending a
$12.95 .........
$9.98
neaday.
Inspecton
by Deputy roe of Rockland, a son.
Allan Young. al/o election of
Howard—At Knox Hospital, Oct pre-sentence report from the state
HOODED SURCOATS
Value To
NOW
$65.00 .................... $49.98
$10.95 ........
$7.98
5. to Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Howard probation officer.
officers and refreshments.
Specifically, $9.67 worth of goods
$5.95 ... ................. $3.98
•
NOW
Seven Tree Juvenile Grange of Union, a son.
$79-50 .................... $59.98
Young—At Knox Hospital, Oct. 3. were stolen from the Rockland
meets Wednesday afteinoon. De
$16.98
Floyd Elmer Wholesale Company; $50.70 from
grees to be conferred on one can- to
v Mr. and Mrs
,
SPECIAL LOT
MEN'S SLACKS
... .
.
»,
Young of Rockland a son Floyd the Dennison cottage; $10.40 worth
SPORT COATS
oidate.
Deputy Bernice Young pCl mer, Jr
of goods from the cottage owned
Regular
NOW
will be present
Sleeper—At Biloxi Air Force
(ALL WOOL FLANNELS)
STUDENTS'
BOYS' SLACKS
Mrs.
Madolyn
Martin
and Base, Miss.. Oct. 2. to Lt. and Mrs. by G. Russell Mann; and a total of
$3.95
$1.98
NOW
daughter Priscilla of Hampden Edward Sleep* r (Asti i Thovaldsen) $64.25 from the properties of Joel
NOW
Regular
GABARDINES
visited her cousin. Miss Inez But formerly of Rockland, a son—Ed Miller and Myles Weston

Coming Events

Obituary

What Do You Pay?

(V. C.

S«w

Sale Starts

THUR. Oct. 9th at 8 a.m.

ward Bradlee.
< rockett—At Saxonville, Mass .
A charge of driving a vehicle
Aug 22. to Mr. and Mra. Reid while under the influence of liquor
Ciockett of Saxonville, Mass., form against Elmer L. Cayton, 33. of
eiiy of North Haven, a daughter— Rockland was continued without
Gay Beth
plea to Thursday morning, pending
the results of a blood test. Rock
MARRIED
Trask-Bucklin—At Rockland. Oct. land Police said that Cayton’#
1. Richard Leland Trask and Miss vehicle was involved in an accident
Miss Elsie Elaine Bucklin, both of on Union Street in Rockland Octo
Rockland, by Rev. Charles Mon ber 5.
He was released on $200
teith.
personal recognizance.
Smith-Anderson — At Dixmont,
• * ♦
Sept. 25. Rev. Ernest Smith and
David J. Hayes. 35, or Jefferson'
Mis. Giace Anderson, both of Dixentered a plea of guilty to operat-i
mont.
ing a vehicle with inadequate
brakes on Route 220 in Washington
DIED
Gay—At Rockland, Oct. 4, Mrs. October 5.
He was fined $10 to
Gertrude D. Gay of Rockland, the complaint which was lodged by
widow of Albert A. Gay, age 80 State Police.
Auxiliary of American Legion
; years
..
, services
•
\today
.
**
Funeral
at
• • •
will hold a rummage sale Satur 2 p m. from the Russell Funeral
The Sheriff's Patrol stopped a
day 10 a. m. to 4 p m. at Ma Home with Rev. Roy I. Bohanan
sonic dining rooms
officiating.
Interment will be in vehicle driven by Lowell L. Choate.
25, of Union Saturday night on the
Wednesday. Oct. 8. »thc local Achorn Cemetery.
Allen—At Mt. Vernon. N. Y.. Oct. narrow road from Beaver Lodge
I*TA will meet at the school build
ing. A prograBi will be given and 5. Mis# Lucy Mae Allen of Cam to Route 17. The officeis said that
a reception for the school teach den, age 69 years. Funeral serv Choate was traveling 40 miles an
ices Wednesday at 2 p. m. from hour, in the face of heavy traffic.
ers. Refreshment committee is:
the Laite Funeral Home in Camden
He pleaded guilty to the charge
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Leach, Mr. with Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., offiand Mrs. Robert Heath, Mr. an^ i dating. Interment will be in Fair- of imprudent driving and was
fined $15.
Mrs. Edwafd McAllister. Mr. and , view Cemetery in Warren,
ter. Saturday, also attended Knox
Pomona Grange in Warren.
Mis. Blanche Robbins returned
homt from Knox Hospital Sunday.
Extension group meets Thurs
day evening with Mrs. Belli* Ken
niston.
“Flower
arrangement”
is the mibj - t and it will be
demonstrated by a representative
of Clark’s Flower Shop.
Mrs. Fiances Lucas has closed
her Union home and hs now liv
ing at Winslow Mills with Mi.
and Mis. Austin Lucas.
Seven Tree Giange public supper and fair this Saturday, Oet
11. Supper from 6 p. m. on and
fair opens at 4 p. m Program in
'
the evening.
. ...
. .
.

Mrs. Cleo Coder re and Mr. and
Mrs. Harland Demuth.

Bromley—At Willimantic. Conn.,
Oct. 4. Mrs. Elizabeth Ayling Bnom! ley. widow of Edwin C. Bromley of
Camden, age 71 years. Requiem
C ARD OF THANKS
I want to thank my many friends Ma## will be read today from St
and relatives for the beautiful Thomas’ Episcopal Church with
cards, flowers and letter# I re- Rev Haig Nargesian officiating
ceived during my illness.
Interment will be in Mountain View
Agnes Coomb#. ! Cemetery.
Vinalhaven
130'It
Wallace—At Thomaston. Oct., 6.
—-------------------------------------- —------- Mrs. Annie B. Wallace of Friend
ship. age 94 years. Funeral serv| ices Wednesday at 2 p. m. from
the Advent Christian Church in
( Friendship with Rev. E. E. Pender
| officiating.
Interment will be in
I Village
Cemetery.
Friendship.
; Friend# are invited to call at the
i Waltz Funeral Home in Waldoboro.
Mank—At Westbrook. Oct. 3, Herber E. Mank of Waldoboro, age 87
years. Funeral services were held
today from the Flanders Funeral
Home In Waldoboro with Rev.

Richard W. Wilbur, 17. of Cam
den was fined $10 after he pleaded
guilty to operating an unregistered
pickup truck on the Barnstown Hill
Road, leading from Hope to Cam
den. October 2.
Camden Police
made the arrest

Cecil J Cunningham. 18. of Wal
doboro was found guilty to pass
ing on a hill on Route 1 in War
ren October 5 and was fined $25.
State Police brought the complaint.
• • •
Edgar L. Wiley of Warren was
fined $15 after he was found guilty
of failing to signal before turning
at the intei section of the Western
and North Pond Roads in Warren SepteDlbe, w He pleaded nolo
.

..

.

.....

.

,

Robert Clark of the Xazarene t0 ‘*e
Church of Union officiatirtg. Inter- lnvolve<1 >» »» ac'dtnt "«» »I’°ther
meat was >o Blake Cemetery io truek’ e«'“‘n8 extensive damage
Warren
jto froth vehicles.. State Police said

$17.98

$15.95

MEN'S

Regular
$29.95

NOW
$22.98

$35.00

$24.98

$45.00

$12.98
$10.98

$12.95
GABARDINES

Regular
$7.95

NOW

$5.98

................ $34.98

MEN'S SHOES
Regular
NOW
$17.95
$13.98
$12.95
$8.98
$9.95
$6.98

IVY CHINOS

MEN'S TOPCOATS
NOW
Regular
$39.95
$24.98
NOW
Value To
$55.00
$39.98
Regular
NOW
$79.50
$59.98

NOW
$3.49

DRESS SHIRTS

$8-95 ......................

$4.98

$3.98

Regular
$1.00

NOW

SPECIAL LOT

BOVS'

SPORT SHIRTS
NOW

49c

$1.29

5295

$1.98
BOVS'

Shorts
NOW

$1.00

NOW
$7.98

79c

MEN'S UNDERWEAR

T-Shirts
Regular

$2.98

AU W0M FUNNEU

Regulor
51095

MR. AMERICA

(tu WOOD

NOW
$2.98

»4’5 ......................

COTTONS

75c

MEN'S

MEN'S SWEATERS

Regular
$6.oo ......................

NOW

MEN'S STOCKINGS

(Black and Tan)

Regular
53 95

Regular
»’5 ......................

89c

SPORT COATS
Regular
NOW
$12-95
$7.98

$8.98

5’3.95

or 3 for

MANY MORE ITEMS NOT LISTED
Please Accept Our Thanks For Your Pa tronage.

May We Continue To Merit

Your Friendship In the Future.

MANY OF THESE ITEMS

OFFINS

WIU MAKE

EXCELLENT XMAS GIFTS

v •

;

* -4 b i j

MENS

BOYS

AND

FURNISHINGS. SHOES
389 , MAIN

ST

CLOTHING

AND UNIFORMS

ROCKLAND

ML

OPEN 8 A. M. to 5 P.

EXCEPT FRIDAY
fO 9 P. M.

M.

Rockkind Courler-Cojetto, Tuesday, October 7, 1958

American Motors Adds New Economy Wagon

rw --

Distrust Of The

-

-

, -

-

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS SO FAR IN -

Commandments

Dollar Serious,
Costly Calamity

SLUMP EXPERIENCED LAST YEAR

Safety

Distrust of the dollar is the most

serious and costly calamity that
could befall us at home or abroad
short of all-out nuclear war. says
The Fiist National Bank of Boston
in the October issue of its New
England Letter. Continuing, the
Bank says. Thus, no price is too
great to pay for the containment of
inflation, “the crudest tax.”

A new two-door station wagon has been added to the
1959 Rambler American -erie>. due to public demand
for such a vehicle. The 100-inch wheelbase fivepassenger wagon is an addition to the two-door Ram
bler American sedan introduced in 1958. Both the
station wagon and the sedan provide numerous con
sumer benefits, according to American Motors, includ

ing low purchase price, top operating economy, han
dling ease, ease of parking and outstanding maneuver
ability. Both models, powered by an economical sixcylinder I.-head engine dev, loping 90 horsepower, will
go on sale at Rambler dealerships on October 8.
American kodie- are dipped in a rust-preventing primer
during manufacturing for longer car life.

The Rond Toll

NORTH HAVEN

liv Jerry Marcus

ETTA F BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-1

Mr and Mis
John Lermond
/pent the weekend of Sept. 2s
Msiting then daughter Mi.-- Janet
who is a student at Nas-on Col
lege, S-pringvahMi and Mi s. Chai .< s I Gate#
of uxe North East entertained
Rev and Mrs George R. Mer
riam, Mrs Maud Simpson and
Mis* Joan Eishe- >>i. \\ dnesda.
evening at dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Birger Youngquist of Caldeiwood Neck, Vinal
haven, have again moved into the
Mill Stream home of Rev and
Mrs. Lowell P Beveridge, former
ly Hiram Beverage place.
Mrs. Cora Ames Lermond who
has been at her cottage this sum
mer. left on Monday fo: Augusta,
where she will spend the winter
at the home of he. daughtei Mrs.
Mildred Mills.
Mr. and Mis. Percy Whittington
of Vinalhaven were guests of thc’r
daughtei and family. Mi. and
Mrs. Robert Spiague on Sunday.
Sept. 28.
Little Miss Pa ma la Ames was
the guest of her aunt. Mrs. Pres
ton Lincoln on a shopping trip in
Rockland on Thursday
Mrs. Eda L«-a “better has been
a recent visitor of friends on the
mainland.
Miss Sarita M Beverage, who
has spent the past three months
at her home here left or. Thurs
day for Washington, D. C., en
route will meet her brother Stan
ley and wife of Belleville. Ill . in
Philadelphia
Walker B. Amis of the West
District is now driving a new
truck—to him.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Hop
kins and four sons have made a
trip to Bangor du.in-g # hool va
cation.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Williams
and son Bobby prop.ietois of the
A'illage Inn. have spent the past
week on the mainland, visiting
their son Pete: who is a student
at Farmington S:ate T achers
College, going to Boston. Canada,
etc., before returning home or.
Monday.
‘Copper’ also visited
the Vet in Rockland while they
were away and Mis# Etta B< v-

The Tro»e/er» Sofety Service

Accidents involving traffic violations killed or injured
2,079,500 persons.

erage was at the Village Inn
during their absence
Among Rockland visitors have
been: Mr. and Mis. Bernard
Smith and daughter Judith. Mr.
and Mis. Lawrence Beverage.
Mrs. Eliot Brown. Call Bunker.
Arnold Adams. Victor Engberg.
Miss Marian
Feigerson.
Mrs.
Maud Simpson. Mis. Clyde Joy.
Arthur Batchelor, also some of
the high school students. Mrs. El
mer Joy. and Mrs. Joel Woostei.
Mi. and Mr#. Arthur Patrick
have returned from their lecent
vacation by auto on the mainland
visiting her sister and husband.
Mr. and Mis Bean of Lynn and
r Isewhere.

Lipmann Cohen of Rockland
was in town last week.
Mr
and Mi#. Elmer Carver
..have returned from their trip to
Washington. D. C., called there
by the death of her brother. Ken
neth Gillis, also visiting relative#
di Portland and elsewhere. Elmer
is again on the North Haven LI.
Capt. and Mrs. Merle Mills
have been recent guests of her
jielatives in West Peru.
Mrs. Don Eigberg U a surgical
patient at Knox Hospital in Rock
land.
Also. Mrs. Pauline Quinn
and Chester F. Dyer.
Word has been received of the
arrival on Aug. 22 of “Gay Beth"
to Mr. and Mrs. Reid Crockett of
Saxonville. Mass.
Reid is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold M.
Crockett, formerly of North Ha
ven.
Church News

Typewriters end Adding
Medline Repair Service
ill WORK GUARANTEED

State News Co.
t4>-T-tf

Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Burge##.
F rank Sampson. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles I Gat'S Mr. and Mr#.
Robert Smith and children. Mis#
and Mastei Robert. Mrs.
Mrs.
Meribah
Alice Sampson.
Crockett Ms. Eva Hopkins. Mr#.
Florence Beveta-ie Brown. Mis.
I.«-r.a M. D.ckfV M's. Eth'-l HasII
Bd
Dyez Un. Oi
Bunker. Mi.-s Joan Fisher Mrs.
Maud Simpson. Miss Saiita M.
Beverage. M:ss Jennie Beverage.
Ernest Eaton. Misses Sheila Burg< ss, Martha Morrison, Sharon
Beverage and
Etta Beverage.
After supper Miss Fisher played
hymns on her accordion to which
all sang then Eliot Beverage
showed
beautiful
kodochrome
glides which he had taken of
“Islands of Penobscot Bay'—Thus
it is an ill wind which blows no
one any good.
The committee
in charge was Jennie Beverage.
Julia Beverage, Katharyn Babfcidge. Alice Grant and Nettie
Crockett.
On Sunday morning worship
service on Sept. 28. Rev. Mr. Mer
riam spoke on the theme “Go Ye
Apart and Rest Awhile for Medi
tation and Prayer".
Miss Joan
Fisher and Mrs. Oi ilia Sampson
sang “The Lord’s Prayer", the
choir also sang bne anthem w.th
response and Recessional. Rev.
Mi. Merriam read a note of
thanks from Mi#s Theresa Babbidge and her brother Paul for
the many kindnesses shown them
by theii North Haven friends in
the recent loss of their father,
Sanford
Babbidge,
a
former
North Haven young man. At the
evening service Rev. Mi. Merriam
spoke on “The Failure of Man to
A‘k the Right Question of Jesus,
Yet Always His Perfect Answer
As ot John 7 20. Luke 10-25 John
21-21.
Miss Sheila Burges# was
at the piano.

On Monday evening at 6 p. m.
the North Haven Baptist Chuich.
Inc., held its annual church sup
per in the K. of P. Hall as an af, termath to the planned large
(crowd expected from the Lincoln
Baptist Laymen, which due to
bad sea condition. “Helena, etc.’
,'enly 29 got there from Vinalhaven
and the mainland. The following
Folks who talk too much usually
members and guest# were present
to the still delicious baked bean attract the least attention.
dinner on Monday: Rev. and Mrs.
George R. Merriam. Mr. and Mis
BEST FUEL DEAL
Albeit L. Beverage. Mr. and Mrs.

IN TOWN!

PHONE FOR A LOAN

It is not surprising that many
people, some confused by the
causes ar.d others indifferent to the
effects, are in a sort of twilight
zone, now sure and now unsure that
inflation is inevitable and that fu
ture dollars will buy less and less.
The sharp decrease in United
States Government bonds, harsh
though this has been in its effects,
has probably served well in drama
tizing the stresses and strains in
the nation's money and credit sys
tem
We must have substantial
savings if we are to have economic
growth, yet people will not continue
to save if inflation becomes ac
cepted as a way of life.
Sound money is everybond’s busi
ness. A dolla: of stable and cer
tain purchasing powei is essential
to healthy and lasting economic
growth, to justice foi the tising
numbei of persons living on fixed
incomes, and to equity letweet:
debtors and creditors. An annual
increase in prices as little as one
per cent would cut the value of th<
dollar in half in 70 years, lass than
the average lift span today.
Perhaps oui greatest strength is
that we have one dedicated agency
the Federal Reserve Board
which has not accepted tile doctrine
that inflation, creeping or othei
wise, is eithei desirable, necessary
oi inevitable, or that it cannot be
combated sucessfully with couragt
and steadfastness and with proper
public support.
Th> le are numerous impediments
and frustrations in the successful
accomplishment of the Board's ob
jectives. In consideiing the recent
move away from an easy money
policy, it faced the necessity to be
both early and decisive to be efective. and the possibility that its
actions paradoxically could add to
the feais of inflation. The Board
also had to be cognizant of the con
flicting needs to nurture a recovery
whose stamina and carrying powei
had vet to be determined and to
rendei appropriate assistance to a
Government faced with financing a
huge deficit, without unduly ex
panding the money supply.
We have no right to expect mira
cles of accomplishment in a wellnigh impossible task from any
agency made up of mortal men.
The defeat of inflation is a forth
right challenge to our very ability
to govern ourselves. It is time that
the American people were proper
ly aioused by the long-term threat
of inflation. They should empha
size in their actions producing
moie before they seek to consume
more. Only by ail groups woiking
together unselfishly and working
; harder can we possibly hope to find
a way to contain inflation which
robs those least able to bear its
ravages, and shrinks the value W
every pay check.every pension and
trust fund and insurance policy,
and other forms of saving. The al
ternative can only be higher and
higher taxes and an expanding role
foi government, a boom followed
by a bust, and probable loss of
much of our fieedom of enterprise.

SAFE WALKING TIPS

DRINKING AND WALKING

Drinking and woiking are a
lethal mixture—nearly as
dangerous as drinking and
driving.
In fact, a

16-year study

of highway fatalities in Cleve

land

showed

that

22

Lmm $20 to $2500—plus life insurance et no extra cest

in traffic accidents had blood

alcohol concentrations as high
as 0.20 per cent or more. As

whether

you

are

behind the wheel or going

shank's mare.

350 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FAMttWOWTM MEMORIAL BLOG. ♦ MomiUU

ject from the American Auto
mobile

...the worlds
finest

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

Association:

you

way other than walking on
busy downtown streets to get

someone else drive your car.
Don't walk.

BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO.

If

have been drinking, find some

home. Take a cob or have

hooting oil

2

Guns carried into camp or heme, or when other

wise not in use, must always be unfordud, ar.d taken

down or have actions open; guns always shou'o be cu.-ried
in cases to the shooting area.

3

Always be sure barrel and action ere clear of ob

structions, and that you have only ammunition of the proper

size for the gun you are carrying. Remove oil and grease

from chamber before firing.

4

Always carry your gun so that yc,u can control the

direction of the muzzle, even if you stumble; keep the

greenhouse and nursery products.)
$2.4.1.000.
J
Showing a decrease in 1957 re
ceipts were dry beans. $638,000;
strawberries, $2,080,000 and forest
products, $5,020,000.
Preliminaiy data from the re
port showed national farm products
receipts from marketing, for the!
first eight months of 1958, at nearly*
19*2 billion dollars oi 10’* per cent
more than in the corresponding
peirod last year. This indicates an
optimistic farm income picture for
1958. the Department said.

safety on until you are ready to shoot.

5

know the identifying features of the game you intend to

Eight Per Cent As

hunt.

shoot; avoid all horseplay while handling a gun.
Unattended guns

7

unloaded,

should be

guns and

ammunition should be stored separately beyond reach of
children and careless adults.

8

Never climb a tree or fence or jump a ditch with a

loaded gun; never pull a gun toward you by the muzzle.
Never shoot a bullet at a flat, hard surface or the

9

surface of water; when at target practice, Be sure your
backstop is adequate.

10

Avoid alcoholic drinks before or d Efir.g shoo:ing.

•©printed from « leaflet supplied free in quantities to anyone
Interested
safety.

in

Send

the

advancing

requests

to

cause of

hunting

SPORTSMEN'S

250 East 43rd Street, New York

Teen agers and
The Family Car

and

SERVICE
17,

shooting

BUREAU.

N. Y.

[*is]

promotional program during Na
tional Apple Week, Oct. 9-18.
The Maine Department of Agri
culture said today its marketing
specialists, John W
Undeiwood
ar.d Gerald C. Dunn, presented ex
hibits and distiibuted informative
literature at the Maine State Teach
er’s Convention. Orono, and at the
conference of School Lunch Pro
gram Diiectors at Brunswick this
week.
.
In preparation for Apple Week it
self. Dunn and Underwood will
visit 15 cities and towns placing
special displays in grocery and non
food stores. In all, 1,000 retail out
lets will be provided with window
and
counter display
material.
Colorfuly exhibits, featuring the

Maine apples, he said, “have es
caped damage fiom the had and
bad weather that plagued other
parts of the countiy, so quality,
size and color will be excellent.
“The warm sunny days, which
we were fortunate to get recently,
combined with our cold Maine
nights have brought out the color
fo: which our apples are noted.”
he added.
Th>- Pine Tree State’s apple pro
motion is sponsored by the Maine
Department of Agriculture and the
State Bornological Society. John
T. Gyger. J: , South Bridgton,
chairman of the Society's market
ing committee, is actively engaged
in the program with Marketing
Specialists Underwood and Dunn.
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Matinicus

Transparent Plastic

ERVENA C AMES
Correspondent
M.s. Dorothy Phiihrook w.-nt to
Augusta Thursday to visit for a
few day. with hri daughter and
family.

LT

The Maine apple crop, eight per
cent above last year's harvest ac
cording to a pre-season estimate,
will be the subject of an in-state

According to Underwood,' the
Maine apple crop is expected to be
eight per cent above last year’s
yield, with 1,400.000 bushels ot Mc
Intosh. Courtland, Not them Spy,
Red Delicious and Golden Delicious
apples due to be harvested by the
end of October.

Promotion Opens

Never point o gun at anything you do not want to

6

theme “It’s Apple Week—Every
where.” have been designed to
stimulate interest in Maine apples.

Apple Crop Up

Be sure of your target before you pull the trigger;

Students
home
fiom
high
schools during Teachers Conven
tion weir: "Brad” Young from
Rockland; Vant, Bunker. Eolia i
Ames. Johnny and Edw; r Mitch. "
all fiom MCI and Er, ddie Mank
from Warren
"Dickie" Ames of Rockland is
a guest of "Brad" Young for a
few days.

WHEN TEEN-AGERS reach
the driver's license age. the big
battle rages over the family car
Although roads seem cluttered
with a variety of jalopies driven
by the high-school crowd, the
Mrs. John Anderson of Po-t
majority rely on the family car
Clyde is visiting h. r daughter.
for their varied activities.
Mis. Helen Spear.
Since they do have this privi
Wilmer Ames Went Thursday to
lege. it's only fair that they
should do the weekly clean-up Rockland on business
We had quite a frost Thursday
job to keep the car presentable
It doesn't take long to make it night.
Mi. and M:#. H O. Ring have
shine—-just hose it down and
sponge it off in the shade so the returned home from R^ck'^nd
hot sun won't leave water spots where he has had employment
And to get the whitewall tires for th# summer.
sparkling, brush them down
with a solution of Spic and Span
(one-half cup to two gallons of
hot water), and du-t and soil
roll off in a jiffy.
To clean the plastic uphol
stery, especially white, sponge
it off with a fresh solution of
the same cleaner and grimy
marks disappear at once.

Easy:

Storm
Window Kit
W.H.GLOVER CO
HARDWARE
HOUSEWARES

PAINT* LUMBER
BUILDING MATERIALS

FReC DELIVERY •

TEL. 14
•
ROCKLAND,ME
AMWwvxMlWWIAMWinMMWWWWWWWMAAAAAARMWWWMNMMMK.'

Planting steep slopes to trees ,
protects the land and puts it to '
good use. With the nation's tim
ber shrinking, this is not only 1
sound land u#e. but good econ
omy as well, says Lewis Bisseli. ■
M aine Service forestry specialist

Q. **W hat i» the best tray to re»
more nuperfluou» hair on the
lip and rhin?"—No name.

A. The only way to permanently
remove unwanted hair is to de
stroy the hair root. If hair
growth is extensive, the derma
tologist (skin doctor) may use an
electric needle. This may require
several trips to the doctor’s
office. I.ip and chin hair can. of
course, be shaved.

Warp’s Genuine Flex-O-Glass holds in heal, keeps out cold.
Leis in Ultra-Violet ray* better ihan glass. Fkx-O-GIass saved

per

cent of the pedestrians killed

alertness,

CILF SOUK IIEIT

Treat every gun with the respect due a loaded gun.

This is the first rule of safety.

A breakdown of poultry receipts*
included broilers and chickens.;
$41,278,000: eggs. $25 016.000 and
turkeys. $711 000.
Gaining in 1957 income were
also, cattle and calves, $5,752,000;.
hogs, $733.0C0! hay. $1,770,000; oata
$1,954,000; apples. $2,856,000 and!

Note to readers: Thanks for all
the nice letters. As many ques
tions as possible will he ans wered
in this column, but for obvious
reasons replies must be brief.

Here's advice on the sub

Gat cash the 1-trip way: Call and tall
■a how much you want. Then come by
aad pick it up. Why not phone today?

1

Maine cash farm income showed
a decline of 4Q million dollars for
1357. according to figures released
today by the Maine Department of
Agriculture.
Total farm receipts for the year,
based on a report of the U S D A.
Agricultural Marketing Service,
were $176,786,000, about one million
more than the average of the pieceding five years.
Income from poultry, including
turkeys, registered a gain of 4‘*
million dollars over the previous
years to lead 1957 with $67,005,000
cash returns.
Potatoes, showing a drop of more
than 13*2 million dollars, were sec
ond with S45.284.0C0.
Dairy products showed a gain of
over two million dollars to clinch
third place with a cash income of
$25,583,000'.

arWAT (XXTOOS S4Y AOOUT

a depressant, alcohol deadens

tikes to say YES!

o<

ledical Mirror

your senses ond reduces your

BENEFICIAL

'58 SHOW STATE RECOVERING FROM

$

Maritime Oil Co.

Prom PUNNED PEDESTRIAN PRO
GRAM, pvbliAtd by Th, AAA

234 PARK ST.
TEL. 1321
ROCKLAND, MAINE

foundation tor Traffic Safo/y ,

40% on fuel on this house ami kept it warmer, more comfortable,

Q. **l)o bleeding hemorrhoid*
(pile*) ever go into ranrer?"—
O.K.

A. No. Hemorrhoids can be very
distressing but the condition it
self does not lead to cancer.
However—and this is very, very
important—rectal bleeding from
any cause calls for an examina
tion by a physician. The bleeding
may just be due to hemorrhoids
or it may be due to something
far more serious.

freer from drafts all winter long, year after year. You can, too!

FLgX“O’^lASS

JUST CUT
AND TACK ON
So Easy To Do
So Inopenii** ’oo'

PUXIftLS-SHATTCRMOOr-LASTS PM YtAftS
lets In Sunshine V item in 0 (Health Giving Ultra-Violet Bay*)

AftJM'frx do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of all doctors. The diag
nosis and treatment of diwase is the
function of the patient’s personal
physician. Questions directed to Dr.

J. D. Ralston. Science Editor*.
P. O. Box
Madi*on Square
Station. N. Y. IO. N. Y. will be

Fa 6aa|e. Bare. PeeNrjM

fa $tom Wagon

You
can cowi an average
window easily and
qu ft'y w-Th about
$1 X worth of

incorporated in these columns *hen

possible.

G00DNDW5

BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATIONS
THAT BLOW OFF IN A BLIZZARD!

Fa Staa Deal
Anyone can make a
•mt* tiftii storm doc
with flei 0 Glass fa
about $165

windows wito unbreakable Fha
OOnt

LOOK FOB THC I

PHARMACY
4 V-

SOLD BY YOUR

LOCAL HARDWARE AND LUMBER

DEALERS

HU rat
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Vegetable Storage

Bread In A Breeze!

Bulletin Ready
Maine

home

gardeners

can

store their vegetable^- successful
ly if they have a good product
handle it carefully, and have
proper storage conditions. That’s
the word from Robert W. Paul
son, Extension Service vegetable
specialist. University of Maine.

Now's the time to get Maine
vegetables into storage for the
cold season ahead, says Paulson.
Gardeners should consider sev
eral factors. First, are the vege
tables in a suitable stage of ma

turity? Are they free from in
sect, disease, and mechanical in

The Congressman Robinson house.

VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
15- Put off
.44—Crippled
1-A limb
16- Prank
S-Lerge rock-boring
45-A conjunction
19- Sailor
47- Large truck
tool
20- S ck
48- Secreted
12- A suitor
49- A jewel
23-Affirmative reply
13- Msn's name
14- Declared with con 51- Combining form. Egg 25-Joined
27-Trailing plants
52- Opposed to apogee
fidence
54-More precious
29-The nostrils
1t-Passageways
32- Pale
56-To return
17-Portuguese coin
'57-Alive
33- To represent false'.,
Ift-Fuil of moisture
58- lnclines
34- Wilted
20- *) avern
59- Strong sudden winds 35- Lace fabric
21- Latitude (abbr.)
36- Secret
22- Circular current o
VERTICAL
37- City in Italy
water
1Proclaimed
noisily
38- Dejected
24- A flaw
2- Wandered
32--Beseech
25- Compel
3- Evades
40- Beaches
25-Cut
4- Recent
41- Force air violently
28-Ocean vessel
5- A gang
through nose
30- A title
7-Check
■13—A journal
31- Feline
8- A type measure(pl. 46-Prevent
32-Snare
9- Column
48-Crowd
34-A bog
50-Repast
10Leaking
37-Orndmental vesseli
53-Firearm
11Placed
one
withtn
39-Foundations
,55-The armpit
another
42-Ajar
For protection from lightning
on Maine farms, maintain light
ning rods, grounds, and arrester
installations,
says
the
Maine
Farm and Home Safety Council.

Practicing fire prevention can
help Maine people avert much hu
man suffering and save great loss
ot property, points out the Maine
Farm and Home Safety Council.

ourcune
^VtiBoston
Handy to THEATRES •
SHOPPING • SUBWAYS •
HISTORIC SITES * BUSINESS DISTRICTS

NOW—AIR CONDITIONED GUEST
TREMONT AND
OOYLSTOM STS.
OVERLOOKING
IOSTON
COMMON

ROOMS

MOOERN COMFORTABLE ACCOMMODATIONS

ftoosonobfy Priced
CMIWRIN UNDER 14 —NO CHARGE
PARKING AVAILABLE

You II enjoy THE SABIE ROOM and the TOURAINt GRILL
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i by whom he had three daughters,
THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK
one of whom grew to maturity and
married Arthur Fales. His second
MAKES HISTORY LIVE
wife was Nancy Fales, who died
in 1845.
She had eight children,
AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
one of whom was Frederic A., who
By F. L. 8. Mono
moved to New Jersey and was the
THE ROBINSON HOUSE
Since 1844 what has been called grandfather of Piofesor Edwaid
In the year 1829. William Robin the Robinson house, has been and his cousin. John, who make
their home here sumers.
son Keith sold the lot at the corner owned by members or relatives of
the family, the present owner being
Congressman Robinson’s third
of Main and Robinson Streets oppo
Edward Robinson, professor of wife was Penelope Fales, a sistersite what is now called Erin Stieet Philosophy at the University of of Nancy, who had one child, a
to Benjamin Bussey of Roxbury, Kansas.
daughter Caroline. Penelope lived
Mass , it being the same lot an
Hon. Edward -Robinson was born to be very old and it was in her
which said Keith was erecting a in Cushing in 1796, the son of Wil honor that the road referred to in
the 1529 deed as Church Str eet and
dwelling hou.se. Benjamin Bussey liam A. and Catherine Packard
the present sign calls Robinson
had held mortgages on much of the Robinson. At the age of 10 years
Stieet. was referred to for many
Knox property but with rare con he went to sea. At 19 he was mas
years by family and friends as
sideration for Mrs. Knox, did not ter of a small vessel and at 22 he
Penelope Lane, a most appropriate
take possession until after her was captain of a square rigger.
name for a short road between two
death. Now with his extensive in
While still a young man he re
thoroughfares and one with a
terests hereabouts it was desirable tired from the sea to build ships
church on one side and a solitary
for him to live here. This parti and cany on a store which he sold
residence on the other and neither
cular lot was pait of a larger lot to J. A. Creighton and Company in
structure facing this road.
Why
extending along the southern side 1H59.
do we not give the old road its ro
of Main Street nearly to Gilchrest | In 18.36, he became state senator
mantic name. Penelope Lane. It
Street that had been purchased by and in 1843 was presidential elector
would please the family.
Keith who built several houses and candidate for governor of
Well the New Jersey orchardist
here. Bussey had the house com Maine. His great grandson showed
pleted and lived here for some the writer the certificate of election Frederic had a son, Edwaid. long
years.
In 1844. after Bussey's as senator- and also the paper a professor at a Vermont college
(h ath the trustees of his estate sold showing that he was an elector- for who was struck and killed in the
stieet near the home by an auto
the place to Capt. Edward Robin pr esident.
mobile in 1929. He was father of
son then a member of Congress
Jonathan Cilley of this town, who the present owner. Professor Ed
who had previously lived in the
was United States Congressman, ward F. Another son of Frederic
house on the northwest corner di
was killed in a duel near Wash was Harold, a contractor, was the
rectly across the road, which he
ington. D. C., on the 24th of Feb father of John B. Robinson, asso
had built, the same house long oc
ruary. 1838.
Capt. Robinson was ciate officer of the United Nations
cupied by the Fullers, then by the
nominated by the Whigs and elect Mi. Robinson is a modest man
Wilsons, by Fred and Mary Over
ed to serve the remainder of the who would never “blow his own
look and soon to be the home of
[term. William J. Farley, another horr.’’ but is well known as a man of
Mi and Mis. Cecil Polkv.
(resident of the town, who lived in ability and learning who sits in at
a br ick house on the site of the the meetings and writes reports or
Henderson house owned by Mis. abstracts or what have you, after
Blanche Lermond was also a can hearing addresses in different lan
E. T. Nelson, Inc.
didate for the nomination and took guages.
his defeat with so much feeling that
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
Mis. John Robinson is a native
the parly selected a candidate from of Austria whose maiden name was
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE I another
part of the district for the Susanne Liewehr. The Robinsons
L First Choice Used Cars
next term.
have
four children,
Frederick
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND 1
Hon. Edward Robinson died in Liewehr, Julia Eva. Christopher
BT. 1. NEW COCNTY BD.
1857. He was married three times, Edward and Phillip Doane. These
104-tfl
first to Joanna Parsons of Cushing, Robinsons who spend some of their

jury?
Have they been handled
carefully and is the storage free
of rodents?
Temperature,
humidity,
and
ventilation in the storage help de
termine how long the vegetables
will keep in good condition, Paul
son explains.
Vegetables
are
still
living
when they're stored.
Different
crops require different storage
conditions. For further informa
tion.
Paulson suggests getting
a copy of Maine Extension Serv
ice Bulletin 429. “Storing Vege
tables for Home Use.’’
The
county agent's office in the Rock
land post office has copies, or
they may be obtained by writing
the Bulletin Office at the Univer
sity of Maine in Orono.

Tenants Harbor
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent

“Coconut raised bread'’ is so Rood' Make it oiten: it’s easy to
Tnake. . . surprisingly, any "raised” bread is! To help beginners:
(1) Follow recipe exactly—no variations! (2) “Turn out on floured
hoard when dough begins to leave sides of bowl. (3) To knead:
fold dough over toward you. Then press dough down and away from
you with heels of hands. Turn dough around a bit and repeat
"kneading until dough is smooth, elastic and non-sticky. You will
be well repaid hv beaming faces round your table—when you bake
your own bread!

Coconut Bread
butter or other
2 cups tender-thin flaked
shortening
coconut
1 cup hot water
cup raisins
1 package drv yeast
4 egg yolks
6 tablespoons sugar
4 cups silted flour (about)
1 teaspoon salt
Melt butter m hot water: then cool to lukewarm. Add yeast and
stir until dissolved: then add sugar, salt, coconut and raisins; mix
well Stir in egg yolks. Add flour to make a dough which can be
bandied easily. Turn out on floured board and knead until smootlu
I lace dough in greased bowl and brush surface with melted short
ening; cover with doth and let rise in warm place until doubled in
hulk. I urn out on floured board and knead again. Shape into 2
loaves and place in two greased 8x4x3-inch pans. Brush with melted
shortening, cover, and let rise in warm place until doubled in bulk.
Bake in moderate oven (350 F.) 50 minutes or until done.
Aofe; About 5 hours are required to make this bread.

\i

cup

Telephone 59
Edward Thorbjorson left Sunday
for Copiague. Long Island. N. Y..
where he will be employed by the
Republican
Aviation Corp.
of
Farmingdale, N. Y.
Puritan
R bekah Lodge will
hold a semi-public installation
Thursday evening at 8 p. m. The
installing officer will be D. D. P.
Grover Dowling, who will be as
sisted by Esther Minzy. marshal
and Mabel Wilson, musician. Offi
cers to be enstalled are: Noble
Grand Marilyn Korpinen; vice
grand. Josephine Harper; record
ing secretary,
Ena
Hawkins;
treasurer. Mary Wiley; financial
secretary. Jessie Harris.
The Clara Long Corey Mission
ary Society will meet Tuesday af
ternoon at the home of Mrs.
Alvah Harris.

WHIPPING THE
c’EC’S A‘4

S- AWOED AA5

<\© XERXES x-Esj A
DES’?C- = D A 3RDSE hE •‘AD
3_
-S ORDERED -6 EC-D'ERS

7C AD* •-

THREE HUNDRED
LASHES ’O
SCDr OF
f. A’ £R \ PUNISHMEN T/

time with us are fine friendly per
sons of character and intelligence.
Professor- Robinson tells me that
only a few years ago he met a
member of the Bussey family. Miss
Gertrude Caiman Bussey, chairman
of the Philosophy Department of
Goucher College in Baltimore, Md.
In the next Scrap Book story
some interesting facts regarding
the Robinson family and their for
bears will be presented.

TOPSY TIRVY
|\ v=DE/A_ Uk .crs-es TMg
REST9,C^iONS ON BEHAVIOR

AOOLiED
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STUDENTS

THE

were pined for se-ns

^ats

C-ASS P’NED FOR NOT
A'’RAC’ NS S-FFiC ENT S’JOENTS
AND FORBDDtN TO .EAvE ThE
un .=RS ry ©rounds A'T-tOuT

PERMISSION'

HAND IN HAND

Ehobfent: now
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B
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—

\ "S EFCCQ’S ’O SECURE AMeSiCA S °EACE ACNER.

hE-F YOURSELP'

AMERICA A--S

at the Lucette in Thomaston,
where she will be glad to see her
friends.

Pleasant Point
MRS FANNIE DAVIS
Correspondent

.when Dad’s listening to the football game?

.when Junior’s just hanging around?

SOUTH WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lermond
of Westfield. N. J., have been
visiting relatives here for a few
days. On their return Thursday
they were accompanied by the
former’s brother Harry, who will
visit them for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Maxey and
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Overlock
and Mrs. Mary Robbins.
I spent the weekend in Aroostoox
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robinson
and Mr. and Mrs. James Seavey County.
returned home Thursday from a
motor trip to Houlton and North
Films Developed
ern Maine.
Mrs. Riley Davis entertained
e\urgfd
JA
EX J1 MB<» PRINTS
the following at dinner on Tues
IX A I.BI MS
•
day: Mis. Nina Hoc,per, Elva Da
12 EXP. fMh- — IS EXP. A«r
vis, Florence Cook. Marion Percy,
2« EXP. ei.itt — 3H EXP. Sl.lt
Mertie Sorensen, all
of Port
fcOI»A< OI.OU DEVELOPING
AM. ROLLS MN- EA<’H
Clyde.
OVERSIZE PRINTS 3»<- EACH
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Morse,
SEND LOR PRICE LIST LOR
were in Portland Tuesday. They
EKTACHROME — AXMCMHBOME
KOIIAC HROME
were
accompanied
by Fannie
REMIT WITH COIN OK CHECK
Your.z and Emma and Lennard
Crank of Brunswick.
DHUX PHOTO SKVKi
BOX 546
BAR UAIIBOR, ME.
Mrs. Susie Davis has left Knox
12 tf
Hospital and is now convalescing

Mr. .and Mrs. Alvah Carle en-!
tertained
Friday afternoon
in
honor of Mrs. Mary Robbins who
will be leaving for Washington
D. C., this week. Those present
were: Mrs. Norman Hilyand, Ann
Fillmore, Dorothy Davol, Mrs. •
Myron Howe, Mrs. Everett Davis |

.when the Smiths drop in for the evening?
.when HE calls?

-Ahaw&v: -Aw
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LOANS
IN

on your name only

DAY

or on other plans
To get cash for vacations or

for an;, other worthwhile

make Loans Fori

purpose come to Public

Finance. We make loans to

VACATIONS

men and women—married

CAR REPAIRS

or single. You are assured

PAYING A GROUP
OF BILLS

of prompt, personal service

NEW PURCHASES

to suit your convenience.

and a monthly payment plan

LIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

COME

... so wouldn’t
be wonderful if someone had an
phone put In her bedroom. The actual cost is only pennies a day.
Why doesn’t someone ask Dad? All he’ll have to do is call the
local Telephone Business Office.
s

There are 9 dreamy decorator colors to choose front.
e

NEW

ENGLAND

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

IN

•

PHONE

•

WRITE

JC FINANCE
corpora

S3

359 Main St., 2nd floor

non
Phono: 1720

• i.

Pop

New Gleam For Glass

THOMASTON

LITUAKY

News and Soc ial It* ms. Notic es and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS MAXINE MAHONEY. 32 KNOX ST TEL. 367-3

tei stew supper followed by a
business
meeting with special
When making out your will re
peaker Charles Head, assistant
member your church and you»
to chief warden of the Inland
hoa$ltal
Fisheries and Game Department.
\ Hole.
There will be a Record Hop at
Miss .1. . F
MRS. ANNIE B. WALLACE
7 to 10 p in. Wednesday evening
group of friende Th irada>
Mrs. Annie B. Wallace. 94
at the Weymouth Grange Hall for
at hwidow of Addison O. Wallace of
from
seventh
grade
Guests were Su-' *
Ma ' children
Friendship, died earlv Monday
through high school age to bene
Lee Rennet Mo
morning in Thomaston. She was
fit
the
Senior
Class.
Jert\ I
born Nov. 16. 1863, the daughter
>I
.1
D
Lucy Spear entertained the
of Gorham and Margaret GenVasso.
Dancing
and
refresh C< nt ct Club Friday with first
thn r Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Wal
ments ware on;
p: iz awaided to Mrs.
Lilia
lace was a member of the Advent
Elliot and second to Mis. Alice
The .<• Lnging I
Chr istian Church. Friendship.
There were two tables.
rector Mrs. B ant he S It
< . : \ c iiey
Surviving are one daughter.
Mr and Mis. Lawrence Hill
tertained the pa:
.it Hyde
Mis. Lottie Simmons of South
and daughters Bai bara and Judy
Mem
Portland two sons. Lew J. Wal
Arcana Lodge K of P Associa h * e returned fi om a few days
lace of Friendship and Floyd B.
tion will hold an annua. meeting ti ip to Canada accompanied by
Wallaci. Brookline. Mass.; nine
Mr and Mrs. John Connell of
• • 7 JI
grandchildren and 20 great grand
\ Y
at the KP Hal.
children.
several
nieces
and
Mrs Kate Dyer has returned
nephews.
T-- ?'
‘•.cm i two weeks visit with her
Funeral services will be held
regular monthly m. .■ g M- ..*y
th, : and sister-in-law. Mr. and
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from the
evening at th* F:
Stati
M
Lewis Allen of Dorchester.
Advent
Christian
Church
in
Mr'
Wi h the approach of tall, it’s lime to get at those houseelean
Mass.
Friendship with Rev E E. Pen
ters met F :day at t • KP H
ing chores that summer fun helped you to put aside. But, thanks to
Mi
d Mis. Forest Stone and
der officiating.
Interment will
aeroscis, today a flick of the finger takes the place of yesterday's
with Mre. GI
lehildien have returned after a
* in the Village Cemetery in
t”;ow grease in many jebs such as cleaning glass. Windows, bath
Ellen J
lew days visit with her parents.
room ar.d doorhngth mirrors are made sparkling clear with push
Friendship.
■Mental
Mre
M
and Mrs Leon McKusick in
button speed. These silicone-bastd aerosol spray cleaners are also
Friends are invited to call at
birthda’. vaa
suited
for
cleaning
enamel
and
pair
led
<
:rfaces,
chromium
and
stain

Hadenville. Mass.
the Waltz Funeral Home in Wal
were made fo: a socia • be held
less
steel,
as
veil
as
the
windshield
and
windows
of
the
family
car.
The Thomaston Garden Club
doboro.
later this m . tr
m- eti: _ .i .s been postponed until
Mre. J
Oct 16 instead of this Thursday.
a recent gueet of her granddaugh
Th. American I. gion Auxiliary Roseana Morrison. Jean Vinal MRS. GERTRl I)E I). I»A\
... planned
They will hold their
ter and family
M
tad Mrs.
L* e Robbins and Elaine
met with Miss Harriet Williams Bonri
Mrs. Gertrude D. Gay. 80. of
n • tii.g at the Knox Hotel.
Colin Mitch*
.
• _ :
Genthner of Waldoboro was a Rockland, widow of Albert A.
Mr. and Mis. Ferdinand Day Friday evening with 17 members
•
guest
•
Mra a .
! Ga\ . died Sunday at her residence
n. s recently r turned home aftei
her home for the wir.tM:ss H:.da George is a patient on 74 Willow street. She was born
■ ndi.-.g th
summer at MonheTht-odo e Henry
and H-, ?r.
dent of tht Third District Depart at Knox Hospital.
at St. Georg**. April 1. 1878. the
gan.
Keyes are
r.c., _ 1 .
W
Mis. Gladys Wheeler is a pa : daughter of Charles and Sadie
Mrs. Faustina Carney is spend ment of Maine was the guest
Series in N
this
tient at Knox Hospital.
Wheeler Keller.
ing a few days with her two speaker to ou: unit. She gave a
The 4-H Ch-erful Hoir. :::a . Mrs Blanche Frankowski, Mr.
Mrs. Gay was a member of the
_ andchildi en. Norman and Paul very inter- sting account of Ameri
and
Mrs.
Olivei
Frankowski
and
with leader Mrs
A ren Cark
First Baptist Church.
ite Moulton of Rockland, while can Legion Auxiliary activities
sons
Oliver
Ji
.
and
James,
have
who attended th
Knox-Lincoln
Other guests
I She is survived by one daughMi. and Mrs. Norman Moulton thioughout Maine.
Achit \
Blai
• F:ank • ter. Mis. Lillian Joyce of Rockir
attending the Superintendent present were M - Jean Melgard
Sat j: da; •
Mis
Margaret
Melgard owski’s sist«-r. Mi. and Mrs. Mi- iar.d; a sister . Miss Helen Keller
C • ention at Swampscott. Mass and
Clark
hon. Ipswich, Mass. They also j of Portland, and several grandGrace Chapter. OES. will ho.d Jean gave a delightful report of
• Mrs
Philip ‘ children, nieces and nephews.
C’Cor.r.er Ma
L
Beni
F
, a stated meeting Wednesday at her activities during her week at
and Jerry T ■
•
P :: .a
Zag« r. Magnolia Mass., and Mrs.
Funeral services will be held at
7..'••• p m. at the Masonic T* mpl* Girls’ State at Colby Coll* g- last
Jackson.
Susan
Cia k.
Jane
David Lynch. Boston. Mass.
2 p m. Tuesday (today) from the
• wi h the oider of the Rainbow' June. Out of town members at
Clark and Jacqu- •
Harm •* von
Russell Funeral Home, with Rev.
iGi’ls of Rockland exemplifying tending were: Mrs. Marv Smith
a blue ribbon
Alice Mei
Roy I Bohanan officiating.
’their work. The officers are re III
PORT
CLYDE
Girl Scout Trooj 6 with
id* i
Interment will be in A< hoi n
quested to wear colored gowns Gertrude Freeman of Camden
A favorite spot these days is the
M
A
M. - Norma Clark Mrs Vinnie Unit members attending were: TV Room at the New Orean House Cemetery.
first meeting ot th-- -• -'•or. Thurs
E-nnt r and Mrs. Alberta Ellie Mis C< i:a Wallace. M - Marthe
’.ball far -1 mostly Milwau
day afternoon at the Scout hall
And* .- son. Mrs. El* nor
ire in charge of refreshments.
• ••
•
itrlk< HERBERT E MANK
and plans we:
made to v< k on
Mrs
Peryl
MacFarland.
Mrs
The 49th annual meeting of the
H' fbert E. Mank. 87. of Waldo
h.»
A
very
happy
bunch
those
•
Lovejoy.
Mrs.
Stat it
Congregational
Churches
and Bertha
badges.
Lawry. Mrs Emma Kalloch Mrs f:rst. two games Wagers are run boro, di**d Friday at the home of
i ministers will meet at 1 p. m. af
his son. Irville Mank in West
ning high on Milwauk* e.
Ml
Congi * gational Church
in Ev. lyn W-aver ir.d Mrs Rena
is occupying the S on helm apart the
Bertha
Jones
and
Maynard brook. He was born at Thomas
Wotton.
During
the
businesRockland today followed with a
ment on Elliot st: •
meeting conducted by President Thompson wer* home from Bruns ton O* t 28. 1871. the son of Albei t
a: 1 Elizabeth Merry Mank.
Thc Lions Ciub w.. m< * t W. d- meeting of interest to the women Mis
Faustina Carnev the unit wick for the weekend.
He was a carpenter by trade
nesday evening at 6.45 p m at at 4 p. m.
voted to send >25 for boys’ Christ
M
Richard Anderson of East
Dr.
and
Mrs.
E.
R
Moss,
St. J0 n: - mas at Togus and to send $5 do P;.: ' ton. Mass is vacationing in and had lived in Waldoboro for
worthy pation and matron of
nation to Opportunity Fund in own fo: a few days. Come to en many years, ond at one time had
G:
Chapter. OES, attended the
lived in West Rockport.
Portland. The meetings will
joy fall foliage and the good
Iv\ Chapter in Warren Friday
RECORD HOP
Be was a former rr.emb* i of the
held at the numbers' homes io: w« .the: w are having this month.
evening.
Board of Selectmen at Union and
the
duration
of
the
winter.
Mis
Wednesday — 7-10 p. m.
The village seemed strangely 1 Waldoboro, and a member of the
Th<' St. John Junioi Auxiliary,
WB1 MOI TH GK INGE H UUL
v
rr ♦ t Friday at 3 30 p m. at Williams wa? assorted by Ms silent this w> ek. No whistles foi Nazarere Church in Union
Peryl
MacFariand
in
scivir.
_•
re

THOMASTON
for two days.
Fish aie not as
the Undercroft.
Surviving besides his widow.
freshment."
7th Grade Through High School
plentiful as in th*- summer.
Mr. and Mis Ormand Staples.
Mr.- Cora E Mank of Westbrook,
Benefit Senior < la**» I-- -nation ’’»<• : ft Monday for a short vacation
Orient Lodge of Masons will
M
H , fd Monaghan ar.d Miss and his son are tw’o brothers. Fred
trip
Alberta Staples is a hold a stated meeting tonight a: M - i Stom w* • shopping in Por t Ma k of Miami. Fla . ar.d George
- u.-t of Miss Nancy Rogers and 7.30 p. m at the Masonic Hai ia: i last w* ek. Miss Stone has an- A Mank of Westbrook; a sister.)
Miss Donna and Ba.bi Staples are with a discussion ar.d vote or ..oui ‘ d her coming marriage to Mrs Bessi* Fost* r of Rockland;
ORIENT BOWLING ALLEY
new pin setters.
Keith V taghan October 19
A one grand, on and two great giand- ,
:jests of Miss Nora Sea\er.
Bowling 6.30 to Midnight
Girl Scout Troop 6 with leadei chuich wadding is planned at the childr en.
The Friendly Circle will meet
Monday through 'Saturday
tonight at the home of Mrs. Mrs Alice Robbins went on a Ridg* Church ir. Martinsville
Funeral services weie held at 2
And 2 to 6 p. m. Sunday Afternoon
Mi. ar.d Mrs Robeil Thompson p. m. Sunda.v at the Flanders Pu
James McCamant
Pictures of hike Satuiday as their project for
TEL. THOMASTON 8160
the week. Those attending were of Portland are visiting theii par neral Home in Waldoboro with
M
115-tf
Camar.t.
I Winona
Watt-. B: r. la
Smith ents. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Freeland Rev Robert Clark of the Nazarene
Chuich of Union officiating. In
terment was in the Blake Ceme
tei y in Warren.
The

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Six

m*-* ’

Garden Club acta
9 has |m
Gay. Octobei 16 whe
tea will be held at the K

BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD
are pleased to announce

the appointment of

MR>. ELIZABETH A. BROMLEY
Mrs Eiizab':h Ayling Bromley,
Thompson ar.d Mr ar.d Mis Rus-'
sell Thomas, over the weekend.
Mrs Ira n* Wilson, proprietor of

th* Ba bor View Restaurant, has
returned from her vacation trip
Mrs Kippa Hall has closed hei !
cottage for the season and returned
to Ne.. York for the wintei

Mr. Joseph E. Dyer
ENDS TUESDAY

P. O. BOX 693

KENEBEC COUNTY
FRANKLIN COUNTY

LINCOLN COUNTY
KNOX COUNTY

MR. DYER W'LL BE GLAD TO EXPLAIN NEW HIGHER BENEFITS NOW AVA'LABLE, AS:
SPECIAL BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD PROGRAMS OFFERED TO EMPLOYED GROUPS.
OPTIONAL HIGHER ROOM ALLOWANCES FOR GROUP AND NON-GROUP SUBSCRIBERS

how you join!

ETTA E BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16 4

Health Bargains

'59 To Show In

Due To Research

Coastal Area 16th

Mrs. Chester F. Dyer returned
from Rockland Tuesday where her
husband is a surgical patient at
Knox Hospital. She returned to
Rockland on Saturday to accom
pany him home the first of the
week.
Mrs. Kathleen Dyer Popp of
Massachusetts is visiting in town
with relatives, and at her own cot
tage.
Recent guests at the Village Inn
have included H. Coolidge of
Biookline. Mass., the son-in-law of i
ex-Gov. Chester Bowles of Con- I
necticut who has recently pur
chased the late Deacon Elisha ,
Grant farm house on the Dwight
W. Morrow estate. West District,
and Henry Carver of Marshfield,
Mass.
Mrs. Pauline Quinn, a recent
surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
spent the weekend at the home of
her son and family. Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Quinn of Rockville.
Teddy Adams and a friend spent
the past few days of vacation here
at the home of his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Forest Adams. Teddy at
tends Thomaston High School.
Mr and Mrs. Charles I. Gates
of Milton. Mass., will leave on
Wednesday after spending the sum
mer at’their Nor th East cottage.
The Baby Clinic will be held as
usual in the Memorial Room at
1.15 p. m. on Thursday.
Mrs
Winfield L
Ames and
daughter. Dorothy, have been re
cent Rockland guests, as have
Mrs. Elsie Brown, daughter Elise,
and granddaughter Miss Dianne
Brown. Mrs. Vernon L Beverage
and granddaughter. Barbara.
There will be a special Town :
Meeting Friday evening. Watch)
the posters, as all these meetings ,
are important to everyone.
Sunday School started on Sun
day morning Oct. 5 at 10 a. ni..
with 69 present. Church worship
at 11
Rev. George R Merriam,
pastoi. used as his text. “My
house shall be called a house of
prayer for- all people."
The choir
sang “Jesus Has Promised’’ by
Watter. and “Nearness” by Boalt.
with Miss Joan Fisher taking a
solo part. The choir sang thc
Prayer Response by Wilson, and
Recessional
bv
Kenney.
Etta
Beverage, organist.
Communion
was observed, as it was World
Communion Sunday. Deacons Al
bert B* verage and Lewis Bur gesassisted Mr. Merriam
At the 7
o’clock evening service Pastor
Merriam used as his theme the
voids of Jesus. “Let Your Lamps
Be Burning.” Mrs. Frank Samp
son and Miss Joan Fisher sang
“The Love of God" by Lehman,
a .d The Twcntv-Thii d Psalm.”

Chevrolets For

Thanks to revolutionary changes
in the treatment of disease dur
The 1959 Chevrolets. dramatic
ing the last 20 yeais. 3.000,000
ally restyled and boasting an
people in the United States alone
array of mechanical
improve
are alive today who otherwise
ments. will eo on public display
would have died
at the Chevrolet dealer show
For those 3.000.000. suggests
rooms in the county Thursday
the Health News Institute, “the
morning. Oct. 16.
cost of living” is less important
As is customary with the com
than “the cost of being alive.”
pany.
the
presentation
here
Just
what has been that cost?
against a festive background of
The most revolutionary’ change
decorations will be held simul
taneously with the introductions in therapy, certainly, has been
at other retail location^ across the discovery, development and
universal distribution of the anti
the country.
The new’ models have been biotics. of which penicillin was the
veiled in secrecy. Advance word first and is still the most widely
from Detroit, however, describes used.
During the years in which the
them as “the most unusual in
company experience.”
The pas cost of living index has risen like
senger body carries a unique de a foolproof moon missile, what
sign and the cars wiil reportedly has happened to the price of
The revealing facts
incorporate equally’ as progres penicillin?
aie brought to light in a study of
sive refinement^ in the chassis.
Representative models of the antibiotic drugs just issued by
* ntire passenger ear line and the The Federal Trade Commission.
On Feb. 1. 1943. says the re
1959 lineup of 139 commercial ve
hicles are slated for the exhibi port. when it was finally certain
tion. The “formal” announcement on a basis of clinical tests that
period will continue through the penicillin was superior to any
remainder of the week.
thing ever known before in a wide
According to Chevrolet, a re range of infections, the price was
vision in series indentification is $200 per million units (about three
planned for the passenger cars. dose«.)
The Impalas, introduced
with
“By 1955. the published price of
meteoric sales results as part of penicillin charged by the retail
the B«1 Air family a year ago. er had fallen to about 60 cents
have been expanded into a com per million units.” says the Com
plete series. Other models mak mission. “as compared with the
ing their debuts will be new Be. original price of $200 per million
Airs, Biscaynes and Station Wa units paid by the Government in
gons.
1943 for the ver.v small quanti
Chevrolet will bring out its new ties of penicillin then available.”
models in the wake of an exten
What more proof is needed that
sive promotion and advertising the new tools of medicine arc
campaign. The newspaper sched front-running candidates for nomi
ule alone covers 7.500 dailies and nation as the biggest bargains in
weeklies.
history 0

Owls Head
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent
Telephone 285-M3

Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Fowler of
New York City have returned to
their home in New York City after
a brief vacation at their summer
residence here.
Arthur Brownlow has returned
from a year’s stay in England and
is at Cr* scent Beach Inn w ith Mr.
and Mrs. George Sleeper.

Ca.pt. James Farrell will re
turn home from Camp Hill Hos
pital in Halifax Tueaday. II. wil!
be accompanied on the flight from
Canada to B<» ton by Mi.- Farrell
who flew to Halifax to be with
him
following
surg. ry
there
Mik. Francis Dyer will meet th* !
plan* at Portland to bring the
couple home.
SurpriM* Housewarming

ber 30 at the home of Mrs. Lin
coln E. McRae, Ji
Mr. and Mrs.
McRae have recently purchased
the Edward F. Mayo place. Mr.
and Mrs. Mnvo having moved to
California. Hostesses were: Mrs
Bernard Oakes. Mis George Cur
tis and Mrs. Avard Walker, Sr
They were assisted in serving by
Mrs Erwin ChasMrs. George
Dyer and Mrs. MiIdud Wood
A gift of an electric fry p'fn and
sum of money were pi t r*»nted Mrs
McRae for her new home from the
group who were Mis. Edward W.
Coffin. Mi>. Sam GloVer, Mis Rob
ert Cross, Mrs. Myra Bradbury,
Mrs. Thomas Iott Jr.. Mrs. Al
bert Haven**: Mis Leroy Miller,
Mrs. Em* ry B Howard. Mrs. Sid
ney Orne, Mrs. Richard Ilvonen,
Mrs. H> Ien Brewer, Mis. Lincoln
M Ra. Sr.. Mrs. Rose Ryan. Mrs.
Edith Vining. Mrs. Mildred May.
Mrs. Emilio Hary Mrs. Charles
Wotton. Mis Francis Dyer, Mrs
Herbert Montgomery. Mrs. Elmer
S. Bird, II. Mrs W Biadfoid
Adams and Captai^ Mary S.
Emery

71 widow of Edwin C. Biomley of
A surprise housewarming coffee |
Camden, died Saturday in Willi was held Tuesday morning. Septem- I
mantic. Conn.
Mrs Bromley was a giaduate
nurse of the Montreal General Hos
■
matrs. mt
pital and served as a nurse in
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
Camden for many years She was
a communicant of St Thomas'
6.30 - 8.45
Ep scopal Chuich in Camden.
— REGULAR PRICES —
She had been a resident of Cam
den for 28 years up to the time of
Debbie (thatlammg*Gal) is back..1
her retirement when she went to
make her home with her daughter.
Mrs. Martin Pir.a. of Coventry.
Conn.
Sur viving besides her daughter is
a sister, Mrs. Robert Moffatt of
Cranbrook, British Columbia; two
grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
Requiem Mass will be read Tues
day (today! at 10 a. m. from St
Thomas’ Episcopal Church, with
Rev. Haig Nargesian officiating.
w.
Cij._________
Interment will be in Mountain
i (STEUI W1NWM0 m.
CC
View Cemetery

mm

KnoX

STARTS THURSDAY - 6.30 - 8.30
Sunday, 3.00 - 5.00 - 6.45 - 8.45

Disgrace lies in mistrusting
one’s friends—rather than in being
deceived by them.

I \ KNIXG: 8..W - S.M

AUGUSTA

as full-time, resident enrollment representative for

NORTH HAVEN

"THE WHOLE TRUTH"
l>onna It.-cd - Stewart Granger
< O-FEATI KK

"GHOST OF THE
CHINA SEAS"
Itovid Brian

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
DAILY; EVENING «.»» - 8.30

JOHN HUSTON’S
UNPARALLELED ADVENTURE
AND LOVE STORY!

PUBLIC PARTY
K. of C HALL

Every

Wednesday Night
WATER STREET
7.30 P. M.
KNOX COINTY
FISH AND GAME ASSN.

Evenings and Sundays, 80c

120-T-tl

Children 25c

300000000001

Good News - Harvest Dollar Days

when you inquire:

CONTINUE THIS WEEK THRU SATURDAY, OCT. 11
GROUP ENROLLMENT
Employee groups of 4 or more subscribers moy
opply for enrollment at cny time, provided an
acceptable percentage of all who are eligible
make application.

NON-GROUP ENROLLMENT
is restricted to those under age 65 with an ac
ceptable health history who are self-employed,
unemployed, or employed where there are less
than 4 people on the payroll. Application may
be made at any time, but acceptance is at the
discretion of AHS, following o waiting period.

1) Give your ncme ond age.
2) Give your address.
3) Give your place of employment, if any,
ar.d the number of people employed there.
4) Give your present contract number, if you
ore already enrolled in Blue Cross and/or
Blue Shield.

F
1

Johhnt
WayneI,

Barbarian <

HASKELL & CORTHELL and
The WOMAN'S SHOP
An Example of Some of the Outstanding Values Are:

Join a NON-PROFIT Partnership of:

Chino Pants

360,000 Maine people
62 Maine hospitals
850 Maine physicians

Khaki, Grey and Green

s3 ,s...........

Pr- 45.00

Monkey Face and

ASSOCIATED HOSPITAL SERVICE OF MAINE
509 FOREST AVENUE

Jersey Gloves

PORTLAND

sse
;i«—

Duxbak Hunting Pants
$14.95
Gabardine Dress Pants

Reg $21.95

s«s.

S7.»s

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

2 pr. $8.95

NEW ITEMS AT LOW

................ 3 pr. $1 JO PRICES ADDED DAILY

si

Tuosday-Thunday-Saturday
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
■KRE’S BOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* in this column not to exceed three line* Inserted
once for 80 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional Unes 10 cents
for each line, half price each additional time used. Fire small
words to a tine.
Special Notlre! All “blind ads’* so called, I. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost M cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ao book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
AIX HOST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courler-Gasette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.
FOB SALE

FOR SALE

GOOD Motors for sale, 1947
Buiek. 1947 Olds 8. 1951 Plymouth.
1946 Buiek, 1947 Dodge Pickup.
1941 Buiek, 1947 Dodge l'» ton.
1941 Pontiac 6. '47 International
KBL. ’51 Nash Statesman. ’42 Ply
mouth. Model A. Model B. '40
Chevrolet. All moto:s $25 exchange.
Seveial others.
C. G. HAYES.
North Nobleboro.
190 122

WRINGER Type Easy Washing
Machine for sale. TEL. 565-M.
___________________ ______ 120*122
NEW Set of Collier’s Encyclo
pedia Deluxe 20 Volume Edition for

sale.

iMrs. Harry Lane and daughter
Connie have returned to their home
ROCKPORT
in Philadelphia after visiting for
the past week with Mr. and Mrs.
MRS HERBERT CROCKETT
Harry Calderwood. Huse Stieet.
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Phillips
and children were weekend guests
of IMr. and Mrs. Cecil Small of
The sub-primary class held a
Whitinsville. Mass
joint birthday party in honor of
Brownie Troop 111 will meet Wed
birthdays of Lynn Ingiaham. Randy
Compton and Bobby Cunningham. nesday after school at the Elemen
tary School.
Ice cream and cake were served.
Guests of Misses Nellie and Ber
Allen and Carol Jewett returned
Sunday to their home at Oakland tha Payson have been Misses Doro
after visiting with their grandpar-I thy and Mary Jo Wilson and Mrs.
ents. Mr. and Mis. Donald Joyce. Francis Fitzgerald of Washington,
D. C., and Mrs. Sage of Philadel
Pascal Avenue.
phia.
Miss Hazel Wail has returned to
her home on Pascal Avenue after' WSCS met Wednesday evening at
a week's trip to the White Moun the home of Mrs. Beatrice Rich
tains and Vermont with friends. Mr. ards. Co-hostesses were Mrs. Doro
and Mrs. Chester Winslow and thy Sprague and Mrs. Dorothy Up
ham. It was voted to hold a pub
daughter Arlene of Waterville.
lic supper October 22.
The next
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams of meeting will be Octobet 16 at the
Rockland were guests Sunday of home of Miss Marion Upham, Rus
Mr. and Mrs. John Shyne Pleas sell Avenue.
ant Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett
The Women's Educational Club
will meet Friday afternoon, Octo and son Charles and Mr. and Mrs.

Poge Sma

STARTS WEDNESDAY AT THE STRAND

AT THE KNOX THEATRE THURSDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY

*4( at On a Hot Tin Roof”

H. CAREY. Warren. Tel. ber 17. at the home of Mrs. Viola

CRestwood 4-2199
120*122
AUDIO Bible Studies foi sale.
Each book of the Bible explained
on long playing records by well
known Bible teachers.
You can
learn while doing housework or
even if you are unable to read. Lis
ten nearly half hour for $1 75. Price
goes up soon. Buy now for Christ
mas.
Terms can be arranged.
Fiee demonstrations.
MILI^ARD
HART Box 351, Rocklar.d. 120 It
~1958 PLYMOUTH for sab*, per
fect condition, gone only 1000 miles.
Write BOX 127. Spruce Head. 120*11
SIZE 14 Boys Pants for sale:
also, jackets, shirts, sneakers and
shoe skates. MRS. ARNOLD SALMINEN. 12 Purchase Street. Tel.
3'5-J
120 122
MAYTAG Automatic Washer for
sale; also. General Electric stove,
refrig., all in good cond.
TEL
1028-W.
119-122

WANTED

Spear. Pascal Avenue.
The TV Six met Saturday evening
WELDERS
and
set-up
men
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
wanted. FISHER ENGINEERING.
Howe. Mechanic Stieet. Camden.
ONE Chestnut Quart i Sora<
Rockland. T* 1. 2Mt
119-tl
Refreshments were served by the
Mare for sale; also, one American
HELP W ANTED
‘ The Barbarian and the Geinna” star* John Wayne and E. Ko
Saddlebred
mare. 15:1
hands.
hostess.
| Good opening in Lincoln County. Ando in John Huston s unparalleled adventure and love story of the
> Cash, trade or terms.
Must be
Full
time
business
selling
Rawleigh
first
white man to open up the Far East.
seen to be appreciated.
PINE
TO LET
Household Products. Start at once.
TREE STABLES. Home of Fine
Must have car. Get more parti
Hoi-ses. Cross Hill Road. VassalCharles Carver motored Thursday regular meeting; October 25. Past
UNFURNISHED Three Room culars. RAWLEIGH S. Dept. MEJboro Maine. Call South China 18-31
to Wayland -Mass., where they visit Presidents’ Night; October- 30.
161-203,
Albany.
N
Y..
or
see
Apt.
with
bath
to
let.
Inquire
at
14
if you get lost or can't find us and
KNOX STREET or Tel. 104, Thom- Dealei C. F. ORCUTT, 693 Main ed with Mrs. Carver’s sister. Mrs. Halloween party for the members
we will direct you.
118-120
Alice Donlan.
with their children as special
aeton
120-122 Stieet. Rockland, Phone 9'bl-’»V.
GE Stove for sale. $50: also. Ken
Donnie Frye returned to his guests: November 6, 25 years and
120&125&132&138A144& 150&156
MODERN 5 Room Unfurn. Apt.
more auto, washer. $50; man’s
at 44 Talbot Avenue to let. Newly
INSURE your Merry Christmas, home in Glen Cove Sunday after more member night: November 13.
business desk with filing drawer,
decorated, all oak floors. Adults earn youi Christmas money selling visiting for a few days with his j initiation; November 20. Thanks
$35; round oak dining table. $15.
only. Oil heat, constant hot water. Avon's nationally advertised gift grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph, giving supper: November 27. no
Contact MRS EARLE PORTER at
Contact FRANCES FILES. Wilson West Stieet.
C< nt rally
located.
Reasonable. sets
meeting because of holiday; De
G ’ .
i •..
Port Clyde. 118’120
HERMAN R WINCHENBAUGH 'Bowdoinham. Tel. MOhawk 6-2939.
Ray Watts and son Dwight of cember 4 election of officers; De
“PARTY Moving. Will sell 1958
T. . 1414
110 122
120-122 Rockland were dinner guests Sun-, cember 11. regular meeting; De
Plymouth sedan, reasonable. Write
TO Let for couple November to
GENERAL Contracting wanted, day of his mother. Mrs. Vinie John cember 1$. Christmas party: De
"M ". c/o The Courier-Gazette.
May. furn. apt., heated.
TEL block foundations, chimneys, fire- son. ar.d Sharon Watts of Camden cember 25. no meeting because of
115 120
512 M
120-122 ; places; also, asphalt roofing and Road.
holiday.
Installation will be held
CHOICE 1 Yr. Old Reg Shrop
TRUCKS foi sale* 1962 Chevrolet
FOUR Room Unfurn Apt. to let. I general carpentering, p E. WEB
The Thimble Club will meet to in January. All of these meetings
shire Ram tor sale. Schultz-bred. S ton pickup, 1918 Dodge
ton $20 a month. TEL. 188941. 120*122 BER. 218 Thomaston Stieet, Rock
Excellent meat conformation. Price pickup. 1949 International 1 ton 4
land. Tel. 379-W.
119 130 day at the home of Mrs. Ella Rus will be held at the GAR Hall.
FIVE Room Apt. with bath to
reasonable.
Also, choice i eg speed trans.. 1949 Dodge 1*. ton Guests of Mi. and Mrs. Albert
GOOD
Used Upright Piano sell. Lake Avenue, Rockland.
let.
Nov.
8
to
March
15.
Complete

Shropshire ewes. F. H. GARNISS. SWB. 1946 International. 2 home
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Crockett Rhodes. Commercial Street, have
PHONE 66
119 121
ly
furn.
Tel.
754
or
38
G
av/vlE wanted
I Studley Road. Thomaston. Tel. 311. made tractors.
C. G. HAYES.
GOOD Homes wanted for three and M. and Mis. Har vey Crockett been Mis. Arthur Biake and Miss
120*122
116-tf North Nobleboro
119'121 STREET
1 adorable kittens
CALL 1939-J were weekend guests of Mr. and Ruth Blake of South Portland
TvVO
loom
t.
Couple
apt to 1LOAM for sale for lawns, shrubs,
GOOD Used Tires for sale, three
I evenings and weekends.
119*121 Mi's Langdon Crockett at South
only.
87
No.
2nd
floor.
Main
fit
..
and flower gardens. NEIL RUS 700-16 6 ply. four 650-16 6 plv. tour
AGGRESSIVE Young Man want Portland. Joyce Crockett, daugh
SELL. T
' 544 W
lit
760-15 4 ply, four 550-17
Several Refrigerator, gaa range and heat- I ed to b am the Sewing Machine ter of m> and Mis. Ernest Crock
•: furnished. TEI. 921-R
Friendship
CHAIN Saw for sale, good condi-. tires and tubes for homemade
199-tf Business. Must be a worker and ett. stayed with hi r grandparents.
fion. Also, t.wo elec, refrigs, good tractors. $5 each. Also, two 500-19
willing to go ahead. Car necessary. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman. of
HELEN F BAIRD
THREE Sunny Furn. Rooms with
condition, also used TV's. Philco, i C. G. HAYES. Noith Nobleboro.
Correspondent
bath to let. upstairs; cont. hot wa Salary, commissions, bonus and Rockville.
______ _________ __ _____ 119*121
24” Trad. Magnavox and RCA.
car
expenses
to
be
discussed
at
Tel. TEmple 2-9954
The Missionary Society of the
Adults only.
60 GRACE
ONE Shropshire Ram and one ter
CHARLEY'S GUN SHOP, Rock
time of interview.
If you are a
119-121
Rockport Baptist Church will hold
_______
.: « i i Hampshire Ram for sale, each 3 STREET
challenger, see HAROLD MELVIN.
Miss Carol Cross of Rocklar.d
FURNISHED and Partly Finn. Mgr.. Singei Sewing Machine Co.. a food sale Saturday. October 11.
NINE Cu. Ft. Admiral Re frig, j years old, also, one Corriedale ram
Adults preferred. 395 Main Street. Rockland.
118-tf in the Maynard Graffam store. has been visiting with her sister
tor sale. Very good cond. CALL ind 10 extra good Hampshire ewes. Apts, to let
and family Mrs. Russell Neal.
CRestwood 4 2771 after 5.30 p. m. Jan be seen at PETER EDWARDS References. Inquire in person to
DRIVING to Florida October Miss Helen Small is chairman, as11 JAMES STREET.
119-tf
as.sted by Mrs. Myrtle Robinson.
119 121 FARM. 271 Limerock Street. City.
Mrs. Eda Leadihetter of North
11-17.
Would
take
passengers.
Pel. 806-J
118 ::
FIVE Rooms, kitchen and bath, TEL 238-J or write P O Box 703.
Th young people of the Baptist Haven is visiting with Mr. and
<IAS H •'
foi sale: also oil
to
let.
Heat
and
hot
water
furn.
96 FT One Bedroom Trailei with
heaters, blueberry hay standing.
118*120 Churoh had a social outing at Knox Mrs. Sherman F. Baird.
ll'J 121
In TEL 2 '
GEORGE WINSLOW Old County aluminum awning for sale.
RidgCars were furnished byMrs. Andreas Ha: tel and daugh
quire
HERBERT
A
YOUNG.
THREE -m. utifuin apt. to let.
!'
'!'•
to
119*121
Rev. Cail Small, Wallace Page and ter E’eanore r turned to their
Men or Women
Ocean
View
Rollerway
01
Bay
View
Stoves
and
shower.
M.RS.
IVY
GUARANTEED Growth makes Hotel
Philip Carroll.
heme in Newtonville. Mass., on
(.(Mil) STFAD5
i 18 120 BRACKETT, 55 Bioad St., or call
Shrubs and Flowers from Graham The Fred A. Norwood Women's Thursday.
WEEKLY INCOME
Camden
CEdar
6-2184
1J9*121
PAIR Physical Culture Shoes for
Charlton Nurseries in Geneva.
NO SELLING — NO
Relief Corps met Thursday night at
Mr. and Mrs. Lei Walker havi
THREE Room Furnished Apt. to
• N. Y.. youi best buy For details sale, in brown suede with leather
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY—
the GAR Hall.
President Vinie returned to thuii home in Warren,
No liquor. 57
write KENNETH H CASSENS. trim; also, pair black leather, both , ’.»*t. Adults only.
OPERATE FROM HOME
.Johnson announced the calendar after spending the summer at
New. neve; been out PACIFIC STREET.
118*120
p. O. I ox 112 Rockland
119 121 size 7 AAA
w. Pla< - and Lo
ah
fo: the coming months- October 9. their cottage. Martin's Point.
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. with
WIN'. H foi
uitable foi of box Weie $13.95. will sell reaDisplay Cabinets
Tr.’L 110641
118*tl bath to let: also, two rm. furnished
Mrs. Llewellyn Yattaw. Jr. and
small dragger. $100; also, several MOabk
Prominent Name Brand
GENERAL ELECTRIC Refrig, apt. with bath
TEL. 332-M after
infant sen have returned home
others; 3 H. P. motor. $35; small
LOST AND FOUND
Product of
118-tf
Tel. j 5..30 p. m.
2 way clutch. $20; air compressor foi sale, good condition
from Knox Hospital.
WALTHAM WATCH CO.
only; large pot burner. $15; sev THOMASTON 331
118 120
LOST Friday noon in the vicinity
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Carroll
SUNNY First Floor Apartment to
IN
BUSINESS
SINCE
1850
eral hot water coils, $2; several
of the Helm in Rockport, set of of Camden and Mi and Mrs.
let at 154 North Main Street.
4
SPAKE
OR
FULL
TIME
hand well pumps. $2; 12” oil burn
wood bits in canvas roll. Finder Mertland G. Simmons s?ent the
rooms and bath. Available about
SERVICES
er. C. G HAYES North Nch'e
Excellent Weekly Income
please leave at J C. CURTIS weekend at Ad iron clacks. N. Y.
Oct. 12. Adults preferred. Inn”'-**
boro
___
servicing
HARDWARE
STORE in Camden
.1
10
STANLEY
AVENUE.
118*120
FURNACE Burners and Pot
Mi. and Mrs. Caune Kmbaii
Waltham
TRUCK Bodies for sale, two 12' Burners cleaned and adjusted. Very
120-122
SIX Room Uofurn. Apt. to let.
left on Saturday for their home in
Counter Display Cal»in»*ts
Chevrolet racks, one 13’*/ plat low price. TEL Thomaston 163-21. Available Oct. 15.
Children wel
Fort Laudeidale. Fla.
placed in leading retail outlets
form. one 12’ platform, one 10'
___________________
111 121 come. TEL. 1947.
118-tf
BEAL ESTATE
in vour area. Must have car—
platform. Chevrolet pickup body.
rLOOB
SANDING
MilDK
F
THREE
Room
Apt
with
private
references
—
five
hours
spare
1 ton Ford pickup body, all steel 9'.
It is important for everyone to
REDUCED PRICE on a lovely
RAY RICHARDS. 120 No Main oath to let. furn. or unfurn.. Rocktime weekly—minimum cash in
Studebakei 8'.
C. G. HAYES.
Colonial type house on High Street, support traffic law enforcement
94-14 and. Excellent for single person
vestment $1195.00 protected by
North Nobli bo O
119 121 S‘.. Tel Rockland 901-IV
Camden. Fine location w’ith water activities ar.d to do everything he
RUBBISH
Removal.
Promp or working couple. Tel. HARDING,
inventory. Cash repurchase and
GIRL’S Bicycle for sale, full
view. Large well, landscaped lot.
Thomaston 48.
118-120
service
JOHN
CURRY
Tei
Bonus
plan.
We
have
excellent
can to promote safe driving edu
size; also. TV Rotor. TEL. 1116-W.
13 looms with 5 fireplaces and 4
3 9 ‘
42-t
bank references. W it,e at once
PLEASANT Redecoiated Rooms
118-129 rhomast
cational programs, the State Po
baths,
oil
heat.
A
truly
gracious
for local interview with com
Inquire at 9 UNION
Twenty-four Hour Photo Service to let.
• TWO Tub Hand Cider Mill for
lome. New price $27.GOO. Ai-LE.\ lice tell us
All of us know of
pany executive, giving address
STREE.'
129 122
sale; also. 1939 I>odge Pickup. \sk for it at your local store or at
INSURANCE AGENCY David H caaes where an excellent driver
and phone number.
ilFFORD
’
S,
Rockland,
Maine.
SIX
Room
Unfurn.
Apt.
with
bath
EDGAR WILEY. RED 1 Warren.
Montgomery. Pres. Camden. Tel.
l-i to let. hot water heat. TEL. 403.
TIME INDUSTRIES
Tel. CRestwood 4-2468
118 120
u • 2296
lS04t has been seriously injured or
1
17-tf
170
West
74th
St
killed by the failure of someone
OLD TOWN 14' boat~for”sale.
(
N
Route
l
by
the
si
a
6 i-m
New York 23. N. Y
FIVE
Room
Downstairs
Apt
15 h p. Johnson motor and trail
home for sale, with hot water heat, else to exercise the proper care ;
EXCLUSIVE!
to b t, with bath and garage. 32
120’lt
• r complete, all in excellent con
oil
fired.
Fireplace,
glassed behind the wheel. In other word.-,
Kr.ox Street
Thomaston, TEL
dition.
Boat equipped with re
porches, nicely situated for retire none of us will be safe on the
14"
252-5.
118*
120
mote control steering wheel, geai
ELDERLY Couple would like wo ment couple, near stores, beach
shift and running light3.
Cal’ '
LARGE
Light
Housekeep.ng man for coofting ar.d light house and bus.
Ideal location for gift road until all of us drive properly
Snow Retreading Room
Camdt n CEdar 61391
94 ••
to let, 97 Union Street. TEL. work.
$8,200.
Good home. State wages shop or small business.
1979
117-tf wanted.
ECURITY REAL ESTATE OO
ONE Red and Pearl Gray Dinette
Write L. M , c/o The
County agents of the Maine Ex
8
HOUR
SERVICE
Dorothy
Dietz,
across
from
Village
Set with four chairs ar.d step laddet
-< 1 i/etie
118*120
HEATED Room to let, with OOUI
tension Service are agricultural
I
/ieen.
Camden.
Tel.
CEdar
6-2117
chair fo: sab , $55, also. 1 blue and
Also 15", 16" Sizes
board in private family.
Tel.
PIANO wanted in good condition;
120-lt college graduates who keep up to
THOMASTON 213
’ 116 121 ’ also, a drop-leaf table.
white stroller and walker, $10; I
TEL. or 63240.
date on the latest in farming
Bitler Car and
(hair rocking horse, $10; and on<
FOR
SALE
UMS9
NEWLY Decorated 5 Room Apt.!
plastic c . 1 seat. $5. All articles in
through Extension specialist and
with bath to let. in excellent loca- j COLLEGE Grad seeks interest Wiley’s Corner:
good condition. Call CEdar 6-3616
New bouse with land going to Experiment
Home Supply
Station
research
’,< •
TEL 212 M
119 121 ing position locally W. T CATH
or call in person at 52 CHESTNUT
CART. 28 Sea Stieet. Camden, Tel. water. Ideal for retiring couple. workers.
30
GAL
Gas
Water
Heater
to,
ISIHkHMI
STRE1 1 ■ mden
1H-12<»
Tenants
Harbor;
*18-120
let
$1.95 a month.
A. C. Mc- 'li:. ’.-..122
129-121
2 apt. house in excellent cond .
HOLLAND
Tulip.
Daffodil.
IjOON COMPANY. Tel. 1510. 115-tf
GIRL wanted for general office [ with land going to water, wonderful
MISCELLANEOUS
Hyacinth and Crocus Bulbs foi
work.
Good
typist
and
familiar
THREE
Room
Furn.
Apt.
to
let,
LITTLE t, HUFFSKS
j place for garden in backyard, near
• sale. Plant now for spring bloom
with
bookkeeping.
WRITE
K.
D..
fiist
floor
MRS.
MlUdS,
11
Ma
j school and post office. Price re
Building Contractor!
HUNTERS ATTENTION
ing. DEAN'S NURSERY 325 Old
118-tf duced from $12,000 to $10,500.
sonic Street.
115-tf, Uo The Courier-Gazette.
Tel. 178-11
Good home wanted for hound
County Road Tel. 948.
116-121
MAN
wanted
to
fceip
in
sma
TWO
Rm
Fuin
Apt.
with
bath
TRUE HALL
(log Inquire at Studley Hardware
1950 DODGE Coronet car for SO High Street, Thomaston. Maine
Ileal Estate and Insurance
or ARTHUR PEASE. Tel. 373-4.
sale, n« w tires, fine running cond. Kitchen-Bathroom Tile A Linoleum to let, city; also. 3 rm. furn or business? To operate on profi4
sharing
basis.
Will
work
with
unfurn.
apt.
with
bath
in
Rockport.
Tel.
17-2
Tenants
Harbor
Foundations
Chimneys
Tbom
i toi
119* 121
To see it CALL 1219
HS-tf
Remodeling and House-Builders F G. PRIEST, 109 Park Street you and show you how you can
120-122
NDTK B
BURROWES Aluminum CornFree Estimates
119-tl Tel b OI
_______________113-tf . earn better than the average in
CAPE ( OD
The property of Call S. Anderson,
r»i nation windows
for sale—2Must
ONE R:n Heated Fuin Apt. t<» comp with no investment.
WILL GO ANYWHERE!
Six room. bath, floor heater, city borderin on Watermans Beach
track
3-track
do-it-yourselfhave car and good referencee water, six acres land. 300 ft shore
let,
1st
floor,
private
bath;
also,
2
For
inside
or
outside
painting,
Road. South Thomaston. Maine, is
tvpe. Write or phone BURROWES
ilso papet hanging. Call FRANK unfurn. 3 rm. apts. Garage space. WRITE Box BFR. c o The Cour j frontage, large garage, on number hereby posted, trespassing for any
Ml Grace St.. Rockland. Tel. 2061
ierXMgette, Rockland Me. lll-t- ed highway
45
TALBOT
AVENUE
113-tf
mile
to
town
$7,950.
BRIDGES.
JR
The
best
of
work
purpose
is forbidden.
119 121
no-tf fully guaranteed Tel. Rockland
L4IBS1LKS u ANTED.
»A1
CECIL L. PENDLETON
THREE large room down stairs
XEW
and
Itoed
Guns
Bought
and
HIK Good ( lean Hard Ice ('all 1824-R
S#-tf •»pt. with flu h to let.
Real Estate Broker
CALL ING TOP PRK ES FOR GOOD
Sold, all odd ammunition.
Used
SOUTHEAST ICE COMPANY.
SALEABLE
STOCK.
REGAL
Tel.
I960
Thomaston
252-5.
$25
a
month.
furniture
bought
and
sold.
Expert
WARREN, RT. 1, Tel. ( Rcstwood
77 Summer street
120-122 LOBSTER CO. TEL. ROC KLAND
gunsmith.
Repair all makes.
4 2800. Save trucking, time, and
1765.
109-U
Rockland, Maine
Also
Us. .1 TV ■
CHARUBY S
THREE im furn. apt.to let.
dollar*. Get yonr Ice at OCR
M.W.
Merrill
119-121 GUN SHOP
Highland Square.
bath, hot water. Aduit*.
TEL
platform. Fast, courteous service.
EIGHT Room Houm foi tale at Route 1, Rockport, Maine, Tel.
18,38.
„
109-tf
________ _______________________ TMf
GUNSMITH
! 10 Franklin Street. Central loca- CEdai 6-3955.
Clayt Bitler
117-tf
SINGLE furn
loom to
let.
’"QUALITY Aluminum Windows,
; ion.
Hardwood floors, one and
SEPTIC tanks, cesspools cleaned
Private entrance. TEL. 902 W.
Doors, Awnings and porch en
SOUTH HOPE, MAINE
• ne-ha’.f baths, automatic heat, con- by machine, drain bed corrected
Wants Ta Set You About
closures.
Glatex Siding.
KEN
119424
inuous
hot
water,
beautiful Prompt 24 hr. service.
TEL STate 5-2578
THE
ANISTON BROTHERS Tel. Rock
FURN. heated 3 room bath apt.
^rounds,
ready for occupancy. FENDERSON SANITARY SERV
Goodyear Tires
land 1430-W or CRestwod 4-2686.
to let. Adults only. Ref. req.
Sight
Installation
A
Specialty
Must
sell
at
once,
owner
moving
ICE
Tel 1314 Rockland or Old
76-tf
TEL. 1750
109-tf
j <outh. Price very reasonable Foi Orchard 6-2051 collect.
119*121
Sam«
GRAVEL lor sale for driveways
FIVE rm. unfurn apt. to let.
particulars PHONE 53-W before 10 prices as in Old Orchard.
and tor fill. NEIL RUSSELL, Tel.
BLANKETS and Rugs up to 9 lbs ! i nr or after 6 p. m
241 Main St . inquire at the
118-tf _
___ 118'126

1544-W.

___

4»*tf

■ukY Parakeets, Cages. Stands,

toys for sale. Also, complete line
or oiru toons for 'ke«ts. canaries,
eorkatlele. love birds, parrots and
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES,
t Booker Street. Thomaston, Maine.
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop.. Phone >74.
7-tf
GOOD rSED CABS
We finance our own cars
No
finance or interest charge. MUN
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North Main
Street._______________________ lft-tf
0x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, regalar 210.96 for 28-93. NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST
• Thomaston
'
1-tf
------------ rm FOB 1AUE-------------Black and galvanlsad. An slaas
TO. OO

Courier-Gazette
Ciassifield Ads
Produce Results
SlRlAlNjClMj

If A LZ i

LAUNDERET, 235 Main Street
97-tf
SOCONY MOBIL OIL COM
PANY has FOR LEASE a modern
2 bay service atation in Tnomaston on New County Road, reason
able rent.
Training provided.
For information write SOCONY
MOBIL OIL COMPANY Atlantic
St. Rockland, or Tel. 116. atten
tion Mr. Young
86-tf
A THREE rm
unfurn. apt.
with bath to let at 117 North Main
Bt., adult, only. TEL. 1624-R
____________ 86-tl
CLEAN Furnished Apta. to let,
free lights and water, 1 to 4 rooma.
heated and unheated, IT to H0
waok. V. F. OTUDLBT, Broadway,

wanted
Washed and fluff dried
50c to 75c; also, regular washings
and dryings and special ironing
CAMDEN LAUNDERMAT, 31 Bay
View Street, Camden. Tel. CEdar
6-9318. Nelle Butler Cook Prop.

SO-tf

tkUUUUMUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU*! aSSPOOLS AND StPTK. IamRS
Cleaned, repaired and installed
Cousens' Realty
Automatic
cleaning equipment.
Free

inspection

and

estimates

Baniaeu Opportunitim
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
('ottagrz. Lots and D»rllinz« • owned and operated. Tel. Camden

WANTED: Auto Body Tin. Your
178 MAVERICK STREET •
nearest and best spot to sell your
scrap. MORRIS GORDON and
Tel. 1538 or 1625 •
SON Leland Street
33-tl
DON'T Discard Tour Old or
AcroM Prom Golf Co«rae
9
Antique Furniture. Call B. JOBN
NEWMAN for restoring and raSniahlag 48 Masonic Btraat, Tai
FOR SALE
1180-11
Z-C
Small six room house in Rock
WE BUT Beruq Irou, Medals. port Full bath, garage, garden
spot, city water, near store,
"^Mouiu ruiBmaf uad bon
school* and bus line. Good con
dition.
M-600
TEL. Camden
Tai. UM, •< n Fork Kraal, Tat
CEd*r
WU

CKKr 00887._________

U5-tt

l OPIES made of important
papers, discharge papers, deeds,
birth certificates While you watt
at GIFFORD’S.
61-tf
WELX! WELLI WELL!
If it is water you need, writs
R W DRINKW'ATER. Well Drill
ing Contractor, P. O. Bo* 186. I
Camden.
Tel. 2768. Installment
plan also available, no down pay
ment neceeeary. Member of New
England and National Associations.
Mt

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Tibbetts
left Saturday for a tiip to Bos
ton and New York.

Mrs. Oi a Brown and Mrs. Irving
Payrte
Mrs. Gwendolyn Dowling. Dis
trict Deputy President of District
16 assisted by Past Noble Grands
of Puritan Rebekah Lodge, wili
be the installing officers at the
installation of the officers of
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge on
Wednesday evening, Oct. 8 at 8
p. m.
Members may invite a
guest.
Refreshments
will
be
served following the installation.
Mrs. Grace Anderson and Rev.
Ernest Smith of Dixmont were
married on Sept. 25 at Dixmont.
Mrs. Smith is the daughter of
Orrington Cross. Harden avenue,
and Rev. Mr. Smith is a former
pastor of the Methodist Church.
Mrs. Frank Leonard and daugh:ei Wilma and son Billy spent the
weekend in Portage as guest# of
relatives.
Miss Gertrude Eastman is a
member of the committee of the
Central Maine Mt. Holyoke Club
Alumnae Fund campaign which
will meet at Brunswick. Oct. 14.

Edward Stanley, who is employ
ed on an oil tanker, is visiting
with his parents. Capt. and Mis.
William Stanley, for a few days.
The Ladies' Circle of the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church wiJ'
meet at the church parlor on Wed
nesday afternoon at 2 p. m.
The Woman's Fellowship of the
First Cong: egatiomal Church will
meet
on Wednesday evening at
7.30 p. m. in the parish house.
Mrs. Walter Barthelemy is the
president for the month of Octo
ber and Mrs. Barbara Alexander
will conduct the devotional per
iod.
The Friends in Council will hoid
their first meeting of the season
on Tuesday, Oct 7. at the home
“New England Primer” was
of Mrs Albert II Chamberlain on
h- fiist school book published in
Marine avenue.
Thi* will he a
America, The New England Councovered dish luncheon and thr
It w*as printed in
time will 'be 12 30. Assisting Mis. :il reports.
Chambfrlain as hostesses will he Joston in 1686-1690

Creamy Nut Caramel Sauce

'T'HIS HOMEMADE DESSERT sauce surpasses any “ready
1 made" one we’ve found—and it’s perfect for cakes and other
desserts in addition to the ice cream we've pictured here—keeps
beautifully in your refrigerator, too, so you can store it lor ready
use. (Once the family tastes it. we can’t promise how long you’ll
be able to keep it. however.) New instant cream gives this nut
caramel sauce its special goodness: you'll find it an invaluable
addition to your pantry shelf
CARAMEL NUT DESSERT SAUCE
2 cups sugar
*4 cup shortening
1 *4 cups Instant Cream
*« cup corn syrup
1 cup water
H teaspoon salt

Combine sugar and Pream. Add remaining ingredients and
cook over medium heat, stirring frequently as mixture thickens,
constantly as it darkens. Cook to 230 degrees or when a Uttle
dropped in cold water forms a very soft ball. Add H cup chopped
nut meats. Serve warm on ice cream, cream puffs, warm cake
squares, etc. Can be made ahead and kept refrigerated. Reheat
over hot water Makes about 2'4 cups sauce.

Star Mold Will Be A Menu Hit

0
Ix»t your menu be in keeping with modem streamlined living end
make a star mold of unflavored gelatine, tomato juice and plentiful
canned grapefniit juice. The gelatine combines the tomato and
grapefruit flavors without introducing any of its own
Garnish the star mold with lettuce and plump tart canned grape
fruit sections so rich in vitamin U like their fresh counterpart. At
serving-time you will have a salad that is colorful and delightfully
refreshing.
Star Mold
3 whole cloves
2 envelopes unflavored
1 bay leal
gelatine
1/3 cup chopped celery
1*2 cups canned grapefruit
with leaves
juice, divided
V2 teaspoon salt
2l/2 cups tomato juice
1 teaspoon sugar
1 onion slice
2 peppercorns
Sprinkle gelatine on 1 cup of the grapefruit juice to soften; msene. Combine tomato juice, onion slice, peppercorn*, doves, bay
leaf and celery in saucepan. Bring to a boil Reduce heat and cover;
simmer 15 minutes. Remove from heat; strain Add softened gela
tin and stir until thoroughly dissolved Stir in remaining
cup
grapefruit juice. Pour into a 4-cup mold or star mold; chill until
fim. Unmold cn salad given* garnish with caaaad grapefruit *ea^
XttLP; S aagviaffc
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(Mrs. Marion Lindsey has re
turned to her home on Water Street
after spending the summer at her
summer home in South Thomaston.'

1I

Vlatteis

r

I

F
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R Ladd
have just returned to Rockland
after a trip to Washington. D. C.
where they visited h
parents
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A Hauck, at
their home in Georgetown, the
most historic part of the Capital.
Ladd's three young daughters, the
Misses Gail. Anr and A..son Ladd,
accompanied ’heir 5 : • r.:s. While
in Washington M: and Mis. Ladd
entertained at a d.r.ne: party at
Wate: Gate I .. th< pictu ••sque
P'.
overlooking the Potomac.

Rockland Encampment
IOOF.
will hold installation Wednesday.
Lowell Know.tor. and staff of Cam
den. Past Patriarchs, will install
Rockland
Encampment officers
Wednesday a: 7 Lc at the Odd Fel
lows Ha'.'. Schoo! Street. A ham
supper will precede the installation
at 6.30 under the chairmanship of
Bernard Bergren and Almond Pier
pont in charge of the dining room
All Odd Fellows .
invited

The Nurses’ Gu:. . will meet Wed
nesday night in th- Medical Ails
Building at 8 o’clock. The speak
er will be Major Olive Shadie who
will show slides oi. Our Lady of
Lourdes.
The hostesses will be
Mrs. Margaret Gutosk
Mrs. Ruth
Grafton. Mrs Ga. . Hawkins. Mrs
Priscilla Sukeforth and Miss Hilda
George, ail of Thomaston

Rockland Relief Society of the
Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints will resume regular
fall meetings on Wednesday eve
ning at 7.30 at the home of Mrs.
Evelyn Phi.lips in Camden. Mrs.
Dawn Bergren will conduct the
theology lessons ar.d f.r.al aiiangements will be made for- a rum
mage sale on. October 18 at the
GAR Hall.

Telephone 76 for an social items
guests
parties
etc.
for The
Jourler-Gazette. Mrs
Margaret
Winchenbaugh. 161 Limerock St.,
social reporter
tf

The WFC Club nv t Thursday
afternoon at the IOOF Hall for a
work meeting when they completed
the tacking of a quilt. The next
meeting will be Thursday, October
16. at the IOOF Hall with Mrs.
Elizabeth Moody ar.d Mrs. Faus
tina Crockett as hostesses.

R4M KPORT
120 122

Precious Jewels To Be Methebesc Study

TRASK-BUCKLIN WEDDING

M-s. Audrey Teel, Mrs. Dorothy
Baxter and Mrs. Leland Blackington were guests Sunday of Mrs.
B1 ckington's niece. Mrs. Fred
Tobey. of Bath.

Mi. and Mrs. Alden Davis. Mis.
Mar garet Simmons and Mrs. Grace
Toiman attended Guest Officers
Night at Ivy Chapter. OES. in War
ren Friday evening where Mrs. Sim
mons and Mr. Davis were guest
officers.

For Information ( all

CEdar 6-2082

Taesday-Tbursday-Saturda^

1958

CONGO CHURCH SCENE OF

Rockland Assembly. Older of
Mrs. Emma Lindsey and niece.
Rainbow for Girls, will be guests Miss Celia Crowley, of Corea were
of Grace Chapter. OES in Thomas weekend guests of Mrs. Marion
ton Wednesday evening at which Lindsev.
t.me they will exemplify the ritual
istic work.
Golden Rod Chapter. OES. will
hold their annual inspection Fr iday
The WCTL’ will meet Friday at
venir.g with Mrs. Leah Page of
2.30 p. m. in the middle room of Bath. Worthy Grand Matron, as
the First Baptist Church annex inspecting officer.
A 6 30 supper
Mrs. Addie Rogers will lead the will precede the inspection with
worship service.
The program Mrs. Ethel Perry in charge.
subject will be ‘ Temperance Edu
cation in the Church School” with
The Rockland Girl Scout Coun
Rev Roy I. Bohanan as the guest cil and Leaders’ Association will
speaker. Invitations are extended hold a combined meeting Wednes
to all Sunday School teachers. Ap day night at 6.30 in the Congrega
pointments of delegates to the tional Church.
Supper will be
State Convention in Presque Isle seived by Mrs. E.eanor Wasgatt
on October 22 and 23 will be made and Mrs. Marie Studley assisted by
at this meeting
M s. Estelle Bitier. Mrs. Winona
Gay. Mrs. Alice Call, Mrs. Iva
Mrs. Hilton Ames will entertain War . Mrs. Sally Haskell and Mrs.
the MacDonald Class Thursday eve Elz&da Barstow Ail council board
ning at 7 30 at her home on Rankin members, leaders, troop commit
Street for a Bible Study conducted tee member’s and day camp commirt« • nu mbers are r equested to
by Mrs. Jeanne Bohanan
attend. Moving pictures of the day
Rockland Lady Lions will hold a camp activities will be shown as
All those
dinner meeting Wednesday at 7 part of the program.
p. m. ir. the Thorndike Hotel with attending are to take own dishes
Dr. Johann Brouwer as the guest and silver.
speaker.
The Albert H. Newbert Associa
Mr. and Mrs. Exavier Winchen- tion held their monthly meeting
baugh have returned from a week Friday evening at the Masonic
end motor trip through the Whitt Tempi, with a pot luck supper with
Mrs, Richard I.eland Trask
13 members present.
Mrs. Alta
Mountains.
Dimiek. president, conducted a
The
Rockland Congregational
Miss Kafherine Veazi-. Mr s. Ger short business meeting which was Church was the scene of a lovely
trude Boody and Mis. Vivian Vinal followed by a social hour.
wedding or. Saturday. October 4, at
attended the inspection of Or ier.t
2
o’clock when Miss Elsie Elaine
Nu Chapter Beta Sigma Phi will
Chapter- OES in Union or. Fr iday
meet Thursday evening at 8 p. ni. Bucklin, Old County Road, Rock
evening.
at thi Owis Head home of Miss land. became the bi.de of Rich
The cultural ard Leland Trask, 87 Park Street,
The Fidelis Class will meet Be’vl Borgerson.
Prose’, will be pre Rockland.
Thursday at 7.30 in the Littlefield program,
Mrs. Howard Rollins, church or
Memorial Baptist Church class sented by Mrs. Scott Wilson.
ganist, played traditional wedding
room.
Albert E. MacPhail. Inc., has music.
placed their name across the top
Rev. Charles R Monteith solemn
front of their store in yellow let ized the double ring ceremony be
AN
ters with blue background.
fore an altar decorated with bas
kets of gladioli and poms.
OIL PORTRAIT
Wiliiam Pease, son of Mr. ar.d
The bride, who was given in mar
Mrs Pa'mer Pease. Ulmer Street, riage by he: father, wore a waltz
Of a Loved One Is An Ideal
has been awarded a scholarship at length gown of rose pattened lace,
Harvard University where he is a fashion< d with a fitted basque
Christmas Gift
senior
bodice w.th tucked illusion yoke.

TOM L. PEERS

7,

Hurricane winds and
clouds
usual y extend up 40 to 60 thou
sand
f* et.
according
to
the
Nav\'.- "Hurricane Hunters.

Sabrina neckline with lace petal

applique and long pointed sleeves
The bouffant skill with scalloped
back over skirl effort was inserted
with tulle panels with satin bow
trim. Hei fingertip v. .. of nylon r.et
Subscribe to The Cou.rier-Q<reW- fell from a ciown of seed peal Is
and ir ridescent sequins and she
carried a cascade bouquet of white
roses and feathered white carna
tions.
Mis Frederick D Bucklin. Jr.,
was h ■: matron of honor wearing
a waltz 1» ngth gown of rose pat
tened lace in pastel green and
ca
iquet of pink
carnations and ivy leaves.
Ronald Rackliff was best man
'
I
n

$enter~Crane's

Photo by Shear
The Methebesee Club met at the home of Mrs. Earle Perry in Rockland Friday afternoon to di*cu*ft
plans for their forthcoming projects. In the picture, the new president of the organization, Mrs. Earle
Perry, center; displays her collection of jewelry to two other officers, Mrs. Carl Stilphen, publicity chair
man, left; and .Mrs. I^iwrence Miller, secretary, right.
It is believed that the original left hand, nearest the heart,
meaning of precious stones was
Tht. Rornans used the diamond as
more from a superstitious belief in an engraving tool in the productheir charm to ward off evil, than tjon of their wonderful cameos,
in the idea of mere personal adorn- The Indians were the first to polish
ment. They were even worn into the diamond with its own dust,
battle in the form of amulets as a . jhe Dutch lapidary. Van Berghen.
protection against injury or d. aUi js credited with being the first to
Today the belief is prevalent that! do regular forms of cutting in 1476.
the birthstone of October, the opal. Today cutters have reached a high
brings bad luck.
Three or four degree of artistic excellence pro
centuries ago this stone was thought ducing the most beautifully cut
to combine all the virtues of the specimens ever known.
various colored gems. The finest
Following the discussion of this
opal of modern times belonged to inteii sting p.per, Mrs. John Kin
the Empress Josephine and was ney. chairman of the ways and
Uzzell photo cation.
called the Burning ol Troy.
means committee, made her re
<Mis I.Die Elaine But kiln)
Memorial gifts were in loving
The emerald was believed to fore port anil appointed Mrs. Jeanette
memory of Heivey C. Allen, Mr. show future events. Actual rarity Small. Mrs. Edith Bicknell and
M
L land H T ask of Rockland
and Mrs. Albeit W Butler, Annie is the chief cause of the value of; Mrs. Gladys Burns as her assistand also graduated from Rockland
Conary, l.«rt Lt. Frederick D. Mer emeralds. The emer ald retains its : ants.
Mis. Iz,uis Walker of the
High School in 1957. He attended
Ma.ne Vocational Technical Insti ritt. Rev Charles A. Moore, D. D.. velvety green color in artificial social committee reported of her
Rev. and Mrs. Walter S. Rounds, light, a claim no other green stone, plans to be assisted by Mis. Christy
tute in South Portland ar.d is em
ployed by the Central Maine Power and Mr . and Mrs. George C. Sand- can make. The finest cut stone be- Adams. Mrs. Albert Jameson and
ner.
By direction of the Music longed to the late Czar of Russia Mrs. Furber Teel.
Mrs. Charles
Company.
Committee, it was also dedicated in and weighed 30 carats.
Merritt gave plans for the bene
tribute to Mrs. Faith G. Ber ry, for
The ruby and sapphire may be volence committee and will be
over 40 years organist of the church
Congregational
j described together because they aided by Mrs. Charles Whitmore
who retired only when ill health
i are both corundum, an oxide of and Mis. Leslie Wilson. Mrs. Lenmade it necessary to do so. Tribute
Organ Dedicated
aluminum. The impure variety is don Jackson will serve as hospi
was paid to her serving “Conscien
known as emery, and is used as an tality chairman for the year.
Sunday. October 5. marked the tiously and often beyond the call of
A dainty buffett was seived by
abrasive. Sapphires are of many
dedication of the new organ at the duty.”
colored varieties, the rarest are the hostess at the close of the
This organ, the fourth the church
Congregational Church. Made pos
pigeon blood red in rubies and meeting.
has used, was built to the specifi
The
sible by many gifts and the hard cations of Ernest Barlholomay of corn flower blue sapphire.
The first child labor laws on
work of ’he Music Committee, with Portland, organ builder, and in three cross bars which traverse the
stai sapphire are believed to rep hours of employment were put in
M-s Theodore S. Biid. chairman, cluded only the pipes of the third
to effect in Hartford, Conn., in
resent Faith. Hope and Destiny.
3oj members of th- parish, old and organ which was dedicated at I The pearl is so perfected by na 1911.
young joined in a service of dedi Eastei 1903.
ture it requires none of men's cun
ning to enhance its beauty and has
Harvest of Soups..,Made With Milk! always been called the queen of
IRMA'S
gems.
Of all precious stores it
has the longest history. Cleopatra
KINDERGARTEN
is said to have worn two great
SCHOOL
pearls at the famous Tea for Two
of hers and Marc Anthony’s.
OPENS FOR THE SEASON
The diamond had been called the
MONDAY, OCTOBER 6
gem of reconcilation as it en
i.OO P. M.
hances love of a husband and wife.
10 RANKIN ST.
TF.I.. 1471
This is probably why the d.amend
118-120
engagement ring is worn on the
The Methebesee Club was enter
tained by their president, Mrs.
Earle Perry, on the first meeting
of the club’s year on Friday, Octo
ber 3. The theme of the program
for last year ar.d this year is a
study of precious jewels highlight
ing
birthstones.
Mrs. George
Avery of the program committee
gave introductory remarks con
cerning the program for the com
ing year and Mrs. Wendall Hadlock read a paper titled, “Jewelled
Trails”, written by Mrs. Milton McGorrill of Bangor.
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Barboui served as ushers.

The bride's mother chose for her
daughter’s wedding a light blue
sheath dress with beige accessories
and corsage of pink carnations.
The b: idegroom’s mother wore a
sheath dress of navy blue with
matching accessories and a pir.k
carnation corsage.
A reception was held immediate
ly fob »w:ng the ceiemony in the
chuich ve’-’iy where Miss Marilyn
Wizard ol Cape Elizabeth circula
ted the guest book. Mrs. Wesley
Knight finished cutting and serv
ing the cake while M.ss Sandra
Hardy and Mis. Larry Bucklin
d.pped punch
Miss Bonnie Bill: ings assisted in serving.
Laving for a wedding trip
through ’he White Mountains, the
bride traveled in a grey wool
sheath dress with red accessories.
Th»* bride .s the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick D. Bucklin. Sr.,
of Rockland, formerly of ('ape
Elizabeth.
She graduated from
Rockland High School in 1957 and
is employed in the office of Coffin's
Clothing Store.
Mr. Trask is th»- son of M
and

Here’s the top from our new crop!
t&X/mCQ'L- sweaters of tycora’ yarn

TS Canned Foods Month, and all menu planning occasions!
time to think of a new treasury
Harvest Soup
1 can (10V4 ounces) condensed
of r» cip< s using wonderful canned
cream of mushroom soup
f »od . especially canned condensed
1 •an <lo‘i ounces) condensed
6oups
« hi« ken veg» table soup
1 soup can milk
Eaih kind is colorful and nutri
1
soup can water
tious. duo to the fine ingredients,
In saucepan, stir mushroom soup
harvested at the peak of perfec
until
smooth. Blend in chicken
tion. and hastened to the soup
k-ttle< with as little loss in time vegetable soup, milk, and water.
as possible Each kind is carefully Heat, but do not boil. Stir now
prepared then cooked with care, and then. Makes 4 to 6 servings.
Kids Favorite Soup
so that the labors of slicing, cut
1 can GO’-i ounces) condensed
ting and long hours of simmering
t ream - f chicken soup
for you. the homemaker, are a
J c an (10’t ounces) condensed
chicken vegetable soup
tiling of the past.
1 soup can milk
For lunch, dinner, snacktime,
1 soup can water
ves. even breakfasts, consider th *
In saucepan, combine all ingre
help from a selection of canned dients. Heat, but do not boil. Stir
soups. To step up the nutritive now* and then. Makes 4 to 6
value of a can ol soup, make it servings.
witli milk . . . whole or skim
Snack Bowl Special
(bottled or nonfat solids). Add the
1 can (10J2 ounces) condense d
dry powder to the soup, or lecon
ci earn of mushrixun soup
J can <1O>£ ounces) condensed
stitute according to package direc
tut key noodle soup
lions, and add reconstituted milk
1 soup can milk
to the soup.
1 soup can water

I

These recipes made with five

Calling all collectors of beautiful sweater?. We're so proud of our new Exmoors of
terrific Ticora yarn. These are the classic slipovers and cardigans that stay true to you.

Won’t shrink, stretch or fade, won’t lose their nice smooth texture. See them in all the
new colors. See how they look more expensive than they are. Size* 31 to 40.

Cardigans, $7.98

x

lets you odjust your Comp for
FIRM support o» needed
while working

\[Z- ... or to MEDIUM Ol
or LIGHT
zl\ support when ploying or relaxing
*
• . . odiusts to those periodic
changes in your figure.

Slipovers: short-sleeves, $5.98; long-sleeves, $4.98

great soups
will become a
treasury . . . for the economy wise
and nutrition wise mother. Each
has a sophisticated goodness for

In saucepan, stir mushroom
soup until smooth. Blend in tur
key noodle soup. milk, and water.
Heat, stirring now and then. Makes
4 to 6 servings.
FMS

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BIIY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REnW

Store Beers: » to S.

Because of Holiday, Thursday *Ttl #.

Seuter-Crane’s
STORE HOURS:

• to 5 — FRIDA1S TIL

18 NORTH MAIN ST.. ROCKLANII or PHONE 557

A

JCucwk

K Gteeit & Sen
Futticw
YOUR PERSONAL
INVITATION

... To View a
Lovely Collection of

INDIVIDUALLY STYLED—
REASONABLY PRICED!
Mink Capes
In Natural Colors

Easy Monthly Payments

Stylish Cloth Coats

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Of Wool
In Handsome Fabrics

IB
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BABY GAY SHOES

Fall and Winter Coats

SCIINTIFIC FOUNDATIONS

Senter-Crane's

THE CUTEST SHOES OX THE MARKET FOR INFANTS
Now available to you. Hand made of 100', wool felt in all
colors? lovely pastel* and bright. Tie-*hoe* (one sl/.e only,
fit* infant* up to *1* mo*.). Cowboy Boot* and Sandal* (fit*
infant* about 6 mo*., not larger). Moe* of 100% lamb’*
leather. In pink. blue, white. Sni. (up to S mo*j, Med., <3 to
I mo*.), L., (up to 6 mo*.). Not available in local store*.
Send order with $1.89 in ea*h, check or M. (). to:

Stroot

T«L
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